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Introduction
______________________________________________________________
This book is a philosophy of human evolution, a search for our
place and role in the environment, which has determined the course
of our biological development and an analysis and critique of the
path we have followed since the cultural evolution prevailed over
the biological one. The subject and structure were already outlined
in 1985; it took another 25 years of proving the initial concept in the
light of new information, which consolidated it. A quarter of a
century has also shown that instead of using this time to improve
our lot, we have managed to engage even more whole‐heartedly on a
path of unprecedented destruction. Frustration with the shallow,
arrogant attitudes dominating this time span and with our self‐
imposed blindness when it comes to face the imminent problems
that threaten not only our environment, but also our own existence
inevitably infiltrated this work.
Bushman or Buddha is also an apology to Lucian Blaga, a brilliant
though obscure philosopher whose work was never fully
recognized, being unfortunately published in the early 1940s, when
the madness that swept over Europe made people more interested
in survival than in matters of the spirit. After the war, the Iron
Curtain sealed off his ideas and the Communist regime of his native
Romania declared his work subversive and reactionary, a censored
edition of his books being published only in 1976. By that time,
some of the theories promoted lost their novelty. In the early ‘80s I
started to work on a book actualizing Blaga’s legacy – the insights of
his philosophical system led me to quite new conclusions – those
were the fundaments on which Bushman or Buddha were built. My
debt to other authors will also be recognized, even if sometimes they
will not be mentioned by name – certain ideas were absorbed so
long ago that they have slowly matured in time to become entirely
mine, their source long forgotten.
I have tried to give the book a concise form, assuming that the
reader will be familiar with terms and data frequently used and
referred to in the field of his/her interest. Those readers new to the
field should not be discouraged, however, as missing descriptions or
confusing terminology can be checked in any online encyclopedia
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and may offer more detailed information than I could give in my
urge to pursue an idea. Hence, “booklet” or “extended article” would
be good terms to more accurately describe this work. I have
intentionally refrained from adding a bibliography, the subjects
approached by the booklet being so numerous that a list of related
books would take more pages than itself. References to books and
other sources quoted were added instead, as is acceptable in the
case of articles.
In the first chapters, the necessary data to present a general
dialectics of evolution are collected. Our specific role in the
framework proposed is analysed next, followed by a relativistic
approach to evolution that may be instrumental in understanding
the mechanisms, which allowed us the high degree of autonomy that
characterizes our relation with the natural world. This biological
freedom has enabled us to overhaul the strictly natural course of
evolution and define our fate, role and impact as cultural beings.
The road we have plotted to ourselves as a species, will be the
subject of the pages immediately following, which will include a
discussion of all the other possibilities that were available to us ‐
what made us choose the specific path we are threading and to what
extent climate, domestication and demography influenced the
choice. A comparison of the values we have adopted following our
option for cultural progress, to the ones that accompanied us during
our natural evolution, points to the dangers inherent in high levels
of biological autonomy and of being trapped by them.
Biological limitations (which are the price of autonomy) and
cultural ones, especially regarding knowledge, are considered in the
next section. How we deal with and compensate for these limitations
is the subject of a whole chapter. Our cultural conditioning, long
conceived as positive, is shown for what it really is – a treacherous
process, leading to quite opposite results than the ones in its sights.
The inertia of biological freedom may drive us into cultural serfdom.
So‐called primitive mechanisms of knowledge are compared to
contemporary ones, not always in the favour of the latter. Myth and
its functions are analysed in both; the creative act of giving birth to it
is separated from the reflective act of re‐enacting it. The unity of
myth in natural societies versus its division in modern ones is
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emphasized and illustrated, followed by an enumeration of possible
cognitive approaches to reality, which in turn are divided in two big
categories: reflective, that is, mythical and descriptive, or scientific.
The advantages and shortcomings of these approaches are also
considered.
Historical, social, ethical and psychological aspects are the subjects
described in the subsequent chapters. How is humanity coping with
the artificial world it has created, how is it adapting to its demands.
There is a warning against our over‐specialization to the cultural
environment, just as dangerous as the extreme adaptation of species
to their natural surroundings. A cultural frame, similar to the
biological system of coordinates proposed in the first section of the
book is sketched out to illustrate that our evolution, though
historical, hence emancipated from the realm of strict biology, is
nonetheless still subject to the same tendencies. Human evolution
did not stop when a certain level of autonomy was biologically
reached. It may be cultural, but its physical support is still the
natural world.
How can we re‐establish a complementary balance between the
natural and historical aspects of evolution? Should we retrace our
steps, or go forwards? In the final section, a number of solutions
proposed by primitivists, environmentalists, pragmatists and
anarchists are debated. The obstacles posed by demography in
carrying out any of these solutions are shown. There is also a
warning against the danger of sudden, radical changes, which may
lead us back to the mistakes we want to correct.
However, solutions are offered, but only on the individual level. It
would be irresponsible to propose all‐encompassing plans, which
could not be carried out because of the aforementioned
demographical problem we are facing – unfortunately, it is too late
to offer a remedy to all, we have simply run out of physical space.
The individual solutions proposed are not individualistic ‐ they may
prove to be of crucial importance to the small groups, which will
have to re‐write history. There is a third possibility, not offered as a
solution, but rather as a long‐term strategy for the more socially‐
minded: the understanding and use of the mechanisms of history in
order to influence the outcome of history.
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We choose to close this work with a positive message: was maybe
the abuse of our autonomy a necessary part of the dialectics of
evolution? Will the understanding of our mistakes and the evidence
of their implications, be enough to consciously refuse repeating
them the day after tomorrow?

‐ G.S.
March 2010,
Braunwald, Switzerland
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BUSHMAN OR BUDDHA

Chapter 1.
______________________________________________________________
A few dry, so‐called scientific data will be enumerated in the
following chapters, as a rather inevitable frame of reference. To
start with, a listing of the fossil evidence that is believed to have
led to present‐day humans will be necessary – the list is not
presented as the absolute truth, it is rather fluid in the light of
discoveries still being made, every now and then a new
sensational found is reported, making us reconsider and re‐
interpret the line that led to Homo sapiens. Though there seems
to be a progress from inferior to superior, a linear development
in the fossil record, it should rather be seen as an ever‐changing
variation, including regressions, specializations, mutations, etc.
Progress and linear development from lower to higher forms
are relative notions mostly present in our minds, an
interpretation of data, culturally conditioned. But without giving
this list a temporal and spatial dimension (though refraining
from a qualitative one), there is no way to observe, isolate and
describe relationships and tendencies necessary to construct a
base for the theories that will be proposed later.
I.

PREHOMINIDS
I.1. Aegyptopithecus zeuxis (28 million years ago = mya)
I.2. Dryopithecines (22 to 12 mya)
I.3. Ramapithecus (14 to 10 mya)
I.4. Australopithecus afarensis (3.7 to 2.9 mya)
I.5. Australopithecus africanus (3 to 2 mya)
I.6. Australopithecus robustus (3 to 2 mya)

It is worth noticing that in the period from 3 million to 2 million
years ago there is a pool of contemporary Australopithecine
species, a diversity on which the mechanisms of evolution will
work, specializing some of them (by adaptation to specific
environments) and leaving others less‐specialized (by allowing
them more flexibility for future adaptations).
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II.

HOMINIDS
II.1. Homo habilis (2.1 to 1.5 mya)
II.2. Homo erectus (1.3 mya to 400 thousand years ago = tya)
II.3. Homo sapiens
II.3.1. Homo sapiens preneanderthalensis (400 to 100 tya)
II.3.2. Homo sapiens neanderthalensis (100 to ca. 30 tya)
II.3.3. Modern forms of Homo sapiens (ca. 100 tya to present)

Some intermediate, derived and even freak forms were
unearthed since the above, simplified list was made:
‐ Ardepithecus ramidus (4.5 to 4.2 mya)
‐ Australopithecus anamensis (4.2 to 3.8 mya)
‐ Australopithecus bahrelghazali (3 to 2.8 mya)
‐ Australopithecus garhi (2.6 to 2.4 mya)
‐ Australopithecus aethiopicus (2,3 to 2 mya)
‐ Homo platyops and Homo rudolfensis, a probable descendant of the first
(3.6 to ca. 1.8 mya, if taken as one evolutional line)
‐ Homo ergaster (1.6 to 1.4 mya)

Bones of a specialized, insular form of H. erectus, the pygmy
Homo floresiensis were found on Flores Island, dated 28 tya, thus
carrying the erectus line almost to the dawn of history. Another,
more earlier specialized form on the other side of the spectrum
is Gigantopithecus. PLATE I. is an illustration of the supposed
relationships between various fossils, but this is only for
orientation’s sake – a more elaborate graphic is proposed later,
showing not only the temporal distribution of the fossil record,
but also trying to place it between evolutional coordinates which
will more accurately define the relationship between various
Australopithecine and Hominid species.
Some paleoanthropologists consider Homo habilis a direct
ancestor, while others classify it to the Australopithecines,
though not dismissing it as an ancestor. Kenyanthropus is a new
taxonomical term applied to Homo rudolfensis and his apparent
forerunner, the platyops variety of the same line. The aethiopicus,
robustus and boisei types of Australopithecus, i.e. the robust, as
opposed to the gracile forms, are regrouped under the name
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Paranthropus, to designate a new family. The line of anatomically
modern Homo sapiens is also pushed back in time, to 150 tya,
Early and Late Archaic forms being included.
The terms Kenyanthropus and Paranthropus will be ignored in
the following chapters, but only for simplicity’s sake: early
Hominids which became extinct by over‐specialization and
robust Australopithecines, both subjected to evolutional
tendencies which differentiated them from the main stock,
should be seen at least as subspecies within that stock, if not
different species of their own, as the new nomenclature
proposes.
What can be noticed even in this linear family tree is the general
tendency that Australopithecine species, as they become more
specialized, last longer in time. Hominids on the other hand, due
to their evolutional flexibility, change more rapidly.
By observing and comparing attentively the morphological
description of the fossil record, even the layman notices that
what is called human evolution is rather a process of regressions.
These are accompanied by minimal specializations not
necessarily to the environment, but rather occurring as a result
of changes in behaviour. Lots of primitive features are retained –
human evolution seems to be a tendency to preserve or, even
acquire, non‐specialized, flexible characteristics.
This is to say, nothing of the spectacular adaptations with which
we always associate evolution. If our fossil record is compared to
that of the Anthropoids, quite the opposite tendencies will strike
us at once: from a rather human‐like common ancestor, the
Anthropoids underwent a series of specializations, mostly to the
environment, with a few minimal regressions, not yet discarded,
inherited from the common ancestor. The rate of the
specializations is amazing, all of them occurring in the last 4 to 5
million years. Another interesting detail is that aside from
certain primitive traits, many of the infantile characteristics of
juvenile Anthropoids are also retained by humans. While
3

Anthropoids outgrow them, in humans they become permanent.
It is difficult to draw the line between primitive and neotenous
(as the juvenile characteristics are called) – it is not excluded
that neoteny occurs exactly to preserve the primitivisms that
enable our flexibility in evolution, in order to avoid over‐
specialization. Steven Jay Gould, in Ontogeny and Phylogeny
(1977), quotes lists compiled by Bolk (1926) and Montagu
(1962), of these primitive‐juvenile features, adding some of his
own comments:
“To support the argument that we evolved by retaining juvenile
features of our ancestors, Bolk provided lists of similarities between
adult humans and juvenile apes, arguing that our essential somatic
properties, i.e. those which distinguish the human body form from
that of other primates, have all one feature in common ‐ they are foetal
conditions that have become permanent. What is a stage in the
ontogeny of other primates has become a terminal stage in man.
Bolk’s list:
‐ Our “flat‐faced” orthognathy (a phenomena of complex cause related
both to facial reduction and to the retention of juvenile flexure,
reflected, for example, in the failure of the sphenoethmoidal angle to
open out during ontogeny)
‐ Reduction or lack of body hair
‐ Loss of pigmentation in skin, eyes and hair (Bolk argues that black
people are born with relatively light skin, while ancestral primates are
as dark at birth as ever)
‐ The shape of the external ear
‐ The epicanthic (Mongolian) fold
‐ High relative brain weight
‐ The central position of the foramen magnum (it migrates
backward during the ontogeny of primates)
‐ Persistence of the cranial sutures to an advanced age
‐ The labia majora of women
‐ The structure of the hand and foot
‐ The form of the pelvis
‐ The ventrally directed position of the sexual canal in women
‐ Certain variations of the tooth row and cranial sutures
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Montagu’s additions:
‐ Absence of brow ridges and cranial crests
‐ Thinness of skull bones
‐ Position of orbits under cranial cavity
‐ Brachycephaly
‐ Small teeth and late eruption of teeth
‐ No rotation of the big toe
‐ Prolonged period of infantile dependency and of growth, long life span
Evolution occurs when ontogeny is altered in one of two ways: when
new characters are introduced at any stage of development with varying
effects upon subsequent stages, or when characters already present
undergo changes in developmental timing. Together, these two
processes exhaust the formal content of phyletic change; the second
process is heterochrony. If change in developmental timing is important
in evolution, then this second process must be very common.”

The lists of the biologically primitive features and of the
neotenous/ heterochronic characteristics are overlapping, hence
the difficulty in differentiating them. Strangely, it is mostly these
characteristics that make apes and humans different species.
Features considered primitive or shared with adult primates can
be ascribed to the first category; juvenile features of adult
humans shared with foetal primates, to the second. On the other
hand, considering Haeckel’s theory stating that ontogeny
recapitulates phylogeny, we may go as far, as to equate primitive
and neotenous characteristics.
Neoteny also answers the riddle of the extremely high
percentage (around 98%) in the genetic similarity between
humans, bonobos, chimpanzees, gorillas – the differences in
physical appearance between adult primates and humans are too
striking for such a small genetic difference. But with juvenile and
foetal apes, the gap in physical appearance narrows down to the
small genetic divergence between them and adult humans. Our
evolutionary lines have branched only recently, some 4.5 million
years ago. Part of the common ancestral stock underwent a
specialization process, eventually leading to what we know as
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the Anthropoids, while another part of the stock, through the
mechanism of heterochrony and neoteny, carried the almost
identical genetic material into a non‐specialized form known as
Homo sapiens. Heterochrony, a process introducing time, as not
necessarily a linear concept, but as a factor facilitating infinite
adaptive potentials, will be given its well deserved importance in
the attempt to define a relativistic theory of evolution.
The intellectual and spiritual differences between apes and
humans, much bigger than the genetic or physical ones, may be
understood only in the light of the evolution theory proposed in
another chapter of this work, where we will try to describe the
function of certain evolutionary tendencies leading to such
differentiations.
This first chapter, dealing with the physical record of human
evolution, intentionally did not convey an inferior to superior,
linear pattern – on the contrary, it raises a very uncomfortable
question: is mankind biologically unfit? How is this image
compatible with the “survival of the fittest” theory? How come it
is not the fittest and most evolved of all species that masters the
planet?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
PLATE I. Current human family tree as revealed by fossils

Chapter 2.
______________________________________________________________
Let us assume the conclusion of the first chapter, that we are a
biologically unfit species, which in spite of its inferiorities, has
managed to impose itself on the natural environment. Which
human characteristic, absent in the animal kingdom, gave us this
possibility? The answer is evident: culture. Hunter‐gatherer,
agricultural and industrial societies alike live in a cultural
environment. Myths, philosophy, organized religion and science
try to explain the natural world by making it perceivable to our
most developed sense organ: the brains. As our brains evolved so
did the world described by it. Technology played an important
role in this process – the understanding of the components we
are trying to act upon with the help of tools or machines, leads
inevitably to a structuring and a concept of the environment
based on our experiences, classifications and interpretations.
This does not necessarily reflect reality, but the result is a nicely
organized world that can be more easily understood, and in its
turn, determines behaviour patterns helpful to our survival.
Social organization is also part of the scheme: collective learning
and accepting of the cultural world is an important survival
technique.
In order to simplify things, let us plainly assume that biological
insufficiencies are compensated by culture. Its components were
already defined above: material, social and mental. Material
compensation means tools, shelter, clothing – artificial
extensions of everything the environment didn’t endow us with.
Social culture or compensation means collectively created ideals
and behaviour patterns conforming to them, enabling us to
organize and act most efficiently in procuring and sharing basic
necessities. Mental compensation or culture is very complex: it
starts with the observation, classification and representation of
natural laws, their organization in the form of myths, the
creation of moral values justified by myths and the definition of
our place and role in the mythical environment.
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The equation between culture and compensation may be
misleading. Is contemporary industrial culture still to be defined
as compensation? There still are hunter‐gatherer and
agricultural societies around, doing very well without the
developed technology, mass‐society and scientific myths of the
industrial way of life, provided they are left alone… Apparently,
these cultures were compensatory enough to ensure a balance
between the natural and cultural environments ‐ the industrial‐
technological development of the last centuries does not seem
necessary to define us as full‐fledged humans. On the contrary,
there is evidence that we are led into an existential condition not
meant to serve our survival, but working against it. The
destruction of the environment, social alienation, utter
dependence on technology and the narrowing of individual
potentials for the good of mass‐society, are only a few aspects of
what will be described later as over‐compensation. So it
becomes necessary to introduce a few terms which will help us
to define more accurately the human condition and to determine
exactly how much cultural compensation is sufficient to reach
that condition.
In a poll of emotional attitudes in various populations, Michael
Maccoby separated two prevailing inclinations, namely life‐
loving and death‐loving. The latter characterizes people with a
deep emotional attraction to the mechanical, to all that is not
alive, to all that is man‐made. Indifference towards life is
common in the case of people who prefer “law and order” to
living structure, bureaucratic to spontaneous methods, gadgets
to living beings, repetition to originality, hoarding to spending.
The inclinations mentioned define not only individuals, but are
also reflected in material and spiritual creations. These latter
categories were presented as compensatory – does
compensation, as described above, carry the potential of life‐
loving or death‐loving attitudes? To an extent yes, but because
we are still not analysing the industrial society, Maccoby’s
observations have to be applied in a milder form. Compensatory
apparatus, i.e. cultural products like tools, society and myths can
be seen as either life‐affirming or life‐denying. For example,
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tools that help in survival or in producing other tools necessary
to survival are life‐affirming. The misuse of survival tools or the
designing of competitive ones, meant to dominate other humans
is life‐denying. Technology that serves accumulation by over‐
exploiting resources, thus contributing to their exhaustion, is
life‐denying, too. The individual’s work to satisfy his own or his
small kinship group’s survival needs is a life‐affirming activity.
Selling labour to the owners of surplus‐creating, thus resource‐
destroying technology, in order to procure survival needs, is life‐
denying. Immediate‐return, life‐affirming hunter‐gatherers, with
their infinite trust in the environment’s capacity to provide and
their philosophy of under‐exploiting resources to enable
regeneration, are the opposite of the delayed‐return, life‐denying
groups, living in more generous environments, over‐exploiting
resources – this subject will be analysed in depth, in another
chapter. Creating morals that sanctify ownership of natural
resources and laws that enforce adherence to such morals is life‐
denying. Myths defining man’s role as complementary to the
natural environment and not opposed to it, are life‐affirming.
Religious or scientific myths placing us above nature, giving
moral justification to subdue and exploit it, are life‐denying.
Now we can draw the thin red line separating necessary (life‐
affirming) and unnecessary (life denying) cultural compensation
and over‐compensation. We will do this by viewing quickly the
human cultural stages through the ages, the necessity of their
appearance, their timing related to environmental conditions
and their life‐affirming or life‐denying properties. Some general
tendencies in cultural advance, as related to and depending on
the biological evolution, will also be observed. Eventually, the
moment when we became full‐fledged humans, both biologically
and culturally, will be fixed in time.
1.
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The Oldovan culture of the Lower Palaeolithic, 2 to
approximately 1 mya – a very stable stage, lasting for some 1
million years, common to a few species of Hominids. It was
preceded by the PreOldovan, of which we don’t know much, so
we will not elaborate on it either.

2.
3.
4.

5.

The Acheulian culture, with its Lower and Upper stages, still of
the Lower Palaeolithic, spanning for some 800,000 years,
between 1 to 0.2 mya
The Mousterian lasted for some 70,000 years, it is the culture
of the Middle Palaeolithic and it roughly spans the period
between 100 to 40‐30 tya
The Upper Palaeolithic cultures like the Solutrean and
Aurignacian (35 to ca 15 tya – 20,000 years) and the
Magdalenian (12 to 10‐8 tya – ca 3,000 years) lasted together
for some 25,000 years
The Neolithic is very short if compared to the preceding stages
– starting approximately 10 tya in the Levant, slightly later in
other areas, it lasted for some 6,000 years, up to the
Chalcolithic – 1,000 years, followed by the Lower, Middle and
Upper Bronze Age – 1,000 years together and the Iron Age –
600 years

It should be noted that the duration of cultural phases
decreases in time – they are stable for progressively shorter
periods, accompanying certain evolutional stages and the
transition to newer ones. From 1 million to 800 thousand, to 70
thousand, to 25 thousand… at the dawn of the historical period,
the life span of cultures is expressed in only thousands, then
hundreds of years and in modern and contemporary history,
only tens of years. Today we are overwhelmed by the pace of
cultural change, many of our problems coming from trying, but
not succeeding to adapt to the self‐imposed rhythm.
Like with the list of the fossil record presented in the previous
chapter, the stages and dates are simplified, there is no linear
development, cultural stages run many times in parallel, local
variations are also known and the transition between cultural
phases happened at different times in different areas. Stages 1. to
4. are prehistoric cultures, while the Neolithic, Bronze and Iron
Ages are already historical. Of interest here are the prehistoric
phases accompanying our biological evolution. By the Upper
Palaeolithic we are not different from what we are today, the
stable 25,000 years span of this period, together with the ever‐
changing last 10,000 years are the ones defining the human
condition. All the major changes, which led us from a life‐
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affirming species to a life‐denying one occurred in this time,
impacting not only us, but the environment as a whole. But to
fully understand the facts that led to our divorce from Nature, we
will have to dig deep in time.
Around two million years ago, small numbers of
Australopithecines and Hominids roamed the African plains.
They were, as seen from the fossil record, a pretty unspecialized,
but nonetheless successful bunch. Evolutionally, there was the
choice of either specializing to the environment, thus becoming
tied to it and endangered by its unpredictable changes, as apes
did, or going forward: preserving certain primitive, non‐
specialized characteristics, compensating them with tools and
social organization, preserving flexibility and autonomy in an
ever‐changing environment, not too specialized to its
uncertainties. Of course, it wasn’t a calculated risk, but the
mechanism of evolution at work – Chapters 4. to 6. define the
evolutionary forces responsible for the paths taken by various
species either towards specialization, or towards autonomy.
The Lower Pleistocene, 2 million years ago, was a period of
geological and climatic turmoil, the Donau – Günz interglacial and
the Günz glacial period; the Oldovan culture becomes the means
of compensation for Homo habilis. Some of his Autralopithecine
ancestors dealt differently with environmental changes, by
specialization, leading to other forms of Australopithecus,
increasingly specialized and robust branches, eventually falling
into the trap of over‐specialization and vanishing together with
the environmental conditions to which they were so finely tuned.
Another section of the same ancestral stock, maybe thanks to
geographical isolation, adopted different tactics, by either
preserving primitive features, or acquiring them through
heterochrony – they became different species, Hominids: Homo
rudolfensis and Homo habilis, subjected again to the evolutionary
gamble. With cultural compensation it was possible to reach
even higher stages of autonomy, making dangerous
specializations unnecessary. The higher the autonomy level, the
more pronounced the compensatory activity.
12

The question arises whether biological reductions occur as a
result of superior tools, or if superior tools are produced as a
compensation for biological reductions? Comparing the culture
of Homo erectus, of the transitional forms to Homo (sapiens)
neanderthalensis and the latter’s, which is also the transition
between the Lower and Middle Palaeolithic may be the answer.
Homo erectus – Acheulian / Transitional forms – Acheulian / Homo
neanderthalensis – Mousterian

Transitions are reductions of features that may lead to
specialization, and not the result of superior technology that
allows them to occur. New technology appears when the higher
degree of autonomy derived from reductions asks for
compensation because of the even lower degree of specialization.
New technologies are the compensatory response to lower
degrees of specialization. Higher degrees of autonomy are not
reached because of superior technology – technology is the
result of biological evolution, not its goal. It becomes the goal of
cultural evolution. The same model applies to the cultural
transition between Homo habilis and Homo erectus (Oldovan to
Acheulian) and between Homo sapiens neanderthalensis and
Homo sapiens sapiens* (Mousterian / Acheulian to Aurignacian).
By analysing a comparative table of climatic and cultural stages
(PLATE II.), the compensatory character of technology and its
relationship to the environment will become even more evident.
The ampler the reductions, the more radical the cultural
compensations following them. Not only the material but the
social and mental aspects of culture too. In addition to earlier
periods, when only material compensation occurs, the Middle
and Upper Palaeolithic abound in examples of mental
compensation: the funerary traditions of the Mousterian and the
art of the Solutrean and Magdalenian.
Social organization doesn’t leave palpable records, but there
must have been a parallel process to the material and mental
13

aspects of culture. We must exercise caution here, however, and
not project the behaviour of modern hunters and gatherers so far
back in time. The model of the Kalahari San people, the Hadza of
Tanzania, The Mbutu of Central Africa or of the Australian
Aborigines is often used to describe prehistoric societies – one
does not have to forget that the Bushmen or the Aborigines,
though life‐affirming societies, are not prehistoric people, but
modern day contemporaries. They have definitely carried
prehistoric immediate‐return traditions into the contemporary
world, but in a refined way, suited to certain ecological
conditions. Theirs is a stable, but not rigid society, the result of
thousands of years of enhancement. Other contemporary hunter‐
gatherer groups, living in more abundant environments,
especially the ones with a delayed‐return economy and incipient
domestication, are known to be more aggressive and are lacking
some of the idealized characteristics of the San. The subject will
be discussed in depth, in other chapters. In the following one,
there will be an attempt to define prehistoric mental
compensation and its implications. It will be shown how material
and social cultures only prepare the mental one (though
reciprocally influenced by it), which even if only a compensatory
category has nonetheless evolutional importance – the reflective
qualities it is enabling are a necessary attribute of the peculiar
evolutional path we are threading.
Note
_______________

*

While this book was in print, scientists from the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology have found indices that interbreeding between the
Neanderthals and modern forms of Homo sapiens did occur. One to four percent
of the genome of the latter is inherited from his closest relative, the Neanderthal.
According to Svante Pääbo from the Max Planck Institute, the interbreeding
between the two species took place in the Middle East, at a time prior to the
appearance of the Neanderthal in Europe and Asia. The results of Dr. Pääbo’s
research were published in Science Magazine (May, 2010). We have adopted a
very cautious approach to the subject and the controversial genetic inheritance
was presented as cultural ancestry (see Chapter 7.).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
PLATE II. Climate, archaeological and cultural stages, Europe, Africa

Chapter 3.
______________________________________________________________
Homo erectus, probably the first hunter–gatherer aware of his
humanity, took enormous steps with respect to the condition
defined as human. His social organization must have been
determined by his economy. Mentally, values supporting,
explaining and justifying a world in which a hunter–gatherer
survives, must have been created and socially accepted. The use
and mastering of fire, also ascribed to this Hominid, must have
given him a special status in his own eyes ‐ by comparing various
mythologies the gift of fire is seen in all of them as something
vital in defining the human condition. The need for language,
facilitated not only by anatomical factors but also by social ones,
must be dated to this time. Thus, social and mental
compensations are in most cases indistinguishable, reciprocally
influencing one another and leading, through their interaction, to
new forms. Primitive social compensation is prior to the mental
one, though at later stages, mental compensations will attract the
restructuring of social organizations. Due to our evolution
leading us to ever higher degrees of autonomy and to
heterochronic processes increasing our cranial capacity, and
through left‐hemisphere organization of the surrounding reality,
humans possess a unique talent of responding not to the
challenges of a specific environment, but to those of a world
created by mythic representation. The response is socio‐
behavioural and calculated, not biological (instinctive). Sexual
selection also plays an important role in the process of realizing
the potentials inherent to our evolutionary line. Let us attempt
an explanation of all that is written above.
Already in the early days of psychoanalysis, the importance of
compensatory activities was recognized. A. Adler, in his Study of
Organic Inferiority, described the mechanism of compensation,
on the individual level: with or without deficiencies, there is
always an inferiority complex we are carrying with us, from
birth. This triggers in the individual a series of psychological
processes that allow him to develop his personality by
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compensating for the limiting inferiorities. Compensation is
generating activities meant to reach a goal and guiding fictions
imposed on the subconscious. In order to realize these, the
function of the insufficient organ is not required. The final scope
of this fictive compensation is to create an environment in which
the inferiorities are not felt. It is a reaction against the
environment where the inferiorities would have a limiting
action. Dreams and imaginary creations must be explained
according to Adler with the mechanism of compensation – they
are satisfying survival means, by offering the individual a fictive,
but nonetheless normal alternative. C.G. Jung, a contemporary of
Adler, proposed the theory of the collective subconscious. By
elevating the individual compensatory mechanism described by
Adler to Jung’s collective level, we may have a formula to
describe the reactions that took place in the human collective
subconscious and the strategies used in dealing with collective
biological inferiorities. Paradoxically, collective compensation
was realized only thanks to the so‐called primitivisms,
heterochrony and sexual selection encouraging neotenous
features that enabled us to combat more and more efficiently
biological failures, creating a fictive (mythical) world and society
in which natural inferiorities do not play a role at all. On the
contrary, they confer a special status, thus becoming positive
features.
A simplistic model is proposed here: the living organism is
imagined as a system exposed to the influx of external signals, i.e.
the information, to which it reacts according to its level of
biological outfitting. The input, sensed by various organs (in the
form of texture, smell, image, taste, etc.) is transmitted to the
brain, which analyses and energizes them, triggering the output,
mostly as behaviour. The immediate energizing of the
information, triggering a spontaneous behavioural response, is
what we call instinct. In the case of organisms less dependent on
immediate response, the input is absorbed and deposited as
experience, with a delay in its energizing, to the moment when it
coincides with past similar events – this is intelligence. When the
input (information) is consciously deposited and the output
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(behaviour) is also consciously delayed to a moment when it will
be most effective, is human intelligence. These behavioural
patterns are a function of the quality and quantity of the
information. An organism very much adapted to a specific
environment, will only have to deal with the limited amount of
information to which it is already specialized. Clear but minimal
information followed by immediate, predictable behaviour. A
less specialized organism will get more information from a wider
environment – the responses are less predictable, they are based
on comparison with experiences gained under similar
circumstances. Not so clear, sometimes even superfluous
information, completed by experience, followed by pretty
unpredictable behaviour. At a high level of autonomy, when
there is practically no specialization to a given environment, the
quantity of information can be overwhelming. To cope with it,
the ability to store, classify and compare is needed – memory and
memory transmission become crucial. Vague information
followed by conscious behaviour. The higher the degree of
specialization, the lower the quantity of information that triggers
reactions. If a part of the already minimal information changes,
the over‐specialized organism is doomed. The higher the degree
of autonomy, the wider the horizon – the way information is
dealt with opens all environments to such an organism, there are
no more geographical limits. Any environment can be dealt with,
changes are not threatening. Provided that the information‐
processing organ can cope with a whole world, instead of a
narrow environment. Though this world must be organized, it
has to demand behavioural patterns necessary to survival. Large
brains with a well‐developed left hemisphere are needed for
that. As it was already mentioned, the presence of primitivisms,
the tendencies in the rotation of the sphenoid bone,
heterochrony encouraging neotenous features by the means of
sexual selection, work together to reach this goal, the most
visible effect being the increase in the volume of cranial capacity,
bipedalism and the development of Broca’s area and its functions
(see PLATE III.). The fossil evidence helps us to observe this
tendency over time by comparing the cranial volume of
successive species:
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A. afarensis………………………………….425 cc
A. africanus…………………………………500 ‘’
A. robustus+………………………………...550 ‘’
H. habilis……………………………………..700 ‘’
H. erectus…………………………………….950 ‘’
H. sapiens neanderthalensis+……... 1470 ‘’
H. sapiens sapiens………………………1330 ‘’
+

robust forms of Autralopithecines and Hominids, thus cranial volume larger, as
a ratio to body size

The same tendency of acceleration in time can be observed –
the higher the level of autonomy, the faster the increase in the
cranial volume. Stable values characterize the Australopithecine
line, where the increase is only approximately 125 cc for 1.7
million years. As for the Hominids, in the same time interval
there was a 660 cc increase, a doubling of the cranial volume.
What counts is not only the quantitative size of the brain, which
helps in absorbing information, but also its capacity to organize
itself, the qualitative increase. The development of the left
hemisphere has that function. Language, number, time, and
symbol are all seated there – important categories dealt with in
later chapters. They are the building blocks of learning, i.e. the
organized transmission and absorption of information that was
not experienced. Genetically transmitted experience may work at
the level of a highly adapted species, the huge amount of
information and experiences of a practically unlimited
environment simply cannot be transmitted genetically.
Behavioural responses cannot rely on instinct either.
The evolutional framework built in the next two chapters will
make it clear how man is exposed to the information of a world,
not an environment, how his horizon is opening up instead of
narrowing. The wider the horizon, the larger the brain and its
level of organization. What bears importance to the subject of
mental compensation, this chapter’s subject, is the fact that
beside the capacity to absorb information, the human mind is
also able to re‐organize it. By dismantling the world to its
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elements and recombining these, a fictive, new world can be
built, perfectly suited to our condition – storing, analysing,
organizing and recombining information, even if in an imaginary
way, is what mental compensation is all about. We are back at
Adler’s theory, on a collective level: a fictive, new world is
created out of the elements of the real one. This world is
perfectly suited to our needs and biological inferiorities are
conferring us a special status. To give this world legitimacy, the
myth is introduced. The mythical space and time are our
Adlerian responses to the mystery of the world surrounding us.
Once the myth is born, we can consider ourselves full‐fledged
human beings, set aside from the animal kingdom. Creativity
enters the scene, an exclusively human attribute. Creating a
mythical world also means defining the laws and casualties
governing it, our way of influencing these laws through proper,
ritual behaviour. Myth, philosophy, religion and descriptive
science are different names for the same mental compensatory
activity. They are all striving to explain Reality, even though the
imaginary horizon they create makes it impossible to reach the
goal. There is no linear advance from myth to science.
Dreamtime stories, metaphysics, scientific observation and
description have the same value. All of them are compensatory
categories: by explaining the world, potential, even if not real
laws and interrelations are introduced, realizing, even if only on
the theoretical level, one of the countless possibilities inherent in
the physical world. Structure and physical laws are introduced;
they help us explaining the mystery surrounding us. Our
intellectual constructions create a buffering horizon between us
and Reality, which satisfies the logics inherent in symbolic
thought. A whole chapter will be dedicated to this subject, at a
much later stage. For now, one point has to be made clear: myth,
being a compensatory category, can also be life‐affirming or life‐
denying, like technology. Applied science and its destructive
results we love to call progress, are not an enhancement on
mythology or metaphysics.*
The evolutionary process that characterizes our species, gives
us the possibility to create an alternate world, but not the right
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to destroy the existing one. We have of course the power to do it,
but that is not our role. We also have the ability to judge ‐ that is,
to differentiate between good and bad, two notions known only
to our species. Of course, there is the freedom to make mistakes
– but at such a level of autonomy we should be able to decide if
we are following a life‐affirming or life‐denying path. Australian
Aborigines consider themselves the guardians of Nature, their
myths tell us of a Dreamtime when everything fell into its perfect
shape. In contrast, Western man sees himself the master of
Nature, his myths making it an imperative to improve on it. The
results of these two opposite attitudes make it clear enough what
we mean by life‐affirming and life‐denying approaches. As long
as myths and the fictive worlds created by them are life‐
affirming, we will consider them evolutionarily correct. When
they are created to justify power and exploitation, both on the
natural and social levels, they will be considered evolutionarily
incorrect. As it will be seen later, the whole meaning of our
peculiar evolution is to present Nature the mirror in which it can
contemplate itself. How can we think that the reflection given by
the masters of Nature is superior to the image offered by its
guardians?
As with the lists of the fossil record (Chapter 1.) and of the
cultural stages (Chapter 2.) there is also a temporal description of
the evolution of human intellect and representation. It may not
be correct – as said at the beginning of the chapter, Homo erectus
definitely, and earlier Hominids probably, had mythical
representations of the world. Proven records appear only
starting with the Mousterian, the culture of Homo sapiens
neanderthalensis, 100 thousand years ago. Burial rituals such as
the one performed at the Shanidar cave in Iraq have religious
meaning and indicate the preoccupation with death and what
follows. Various beautifully carved figures from the same period
show that we are not the only species that know art. In time, the
number and variation of mythical and artistic representations
increases at an amazing rate. Rock paintings and engravings
were mostly ritual, while esthetical improvements of functional
tools prove that art for the sake of art was already well known in
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prehistoric times. The acceleration of creation in time is the
result of the appearance and refinement of cultural transmission
methods. The cultural jump of the Upper Palaeolithic for
example, is ascribed to the appearance of grammatical language
in that period.
To conclude this chapter, let us emphasize again that creation is
a compensatory category because of its being an active response
to the mystery of the surrounding world (not the environment!).
It is pure speculation about an elusive Reality that can be
nonetheless understood by inventing its mechanisms and
elaborated through myth. The concept of a transcendental
Reality could have been conceived only by a Hominid species
reaching full‐fledged human status, as we are today. But why was
this concept revealed only to humans, why are we the only
species on Earth trying to solve its mystery by the means of
creation, an attribute we ascribe to our gods? Starting with the
next chapter, we will slowly introduce an evolutionary theory
that will explain all the questions that have been raised up to this
point. All the terminology that will be used, partly mentioned in
these introductory chapters and emphasized by italics, will be
put in the correct context.
Note
_______________

* Though a bit early at this stage (the subject will be discussed in the chapter
exposing theories of knowledge), we must nonetheless differentiate between
mythical representations of “natural” people and sophisticated myths like
descriptive science: the artificial horizon of creation, placed as a deforming prism
between us and Reality, is less deforming in the case of early myths, which are
built only with evident, nature inspired elements, not with stylistically influenced
ones. It may sound paradoxical, but “primitive” knowledge is more accurate than
“modern” one. Myth is still a trance‐inducing whole, not a collection of specialized
disciplines. The difference between compensatory (property of Broca’s area) and
reflective (attribute of the pineal gland) will be introduced later (see Chapters 5.
and 12.; Appendix).
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
PLATE III. Table showing the parallel evolution of material and mental cultures

Chapter 4.
______________________________________________________________
Some of the terminology introduced in the previous chapters,
like myth, mystery, (Absolute) Reality may be known to readers
familiar with the work of Lucian Blaga, whom we have already
introduced to the reader. Blaga dedicated a whole book to the
subject of evolution, part of a trilogy promoting historical and
cultural theories. In Anthropological Aspects (1943) he has
proposed a “New Approach” to the subject of evolution, trying to
incorporate and balance the theories of the day – a daring
approach for the ‘40s, his insights were only recognized decades
later, when the likes of Steven Jay Gould started to consider,
independently, subjects raised by Blaga. Unfortunately, Blaga did
not have access to all the information we possess today, thus the
simplicity of his New Approach may be disappointing to some
contemporary scholars. However, using the framework proposed
by him, we find such such far‐reaching implications that even
Blaga could not have dreamed of. So let us sketch the New
Approach, by adopting the graphical explanation he has
proposed.

Fig. 1
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The accepted evolutional theories of the day did not seem to
satisfy Blaga, he was looking for a frame in which certain
particularities, like the problem of human primitivisms could be
explained, bypassing the accepted linear concepts. Lamarck’s
ideas on the transformation of species, Darwin’s theories on
natural selection, the concept of mutations and problems related
to primitivisms, specialization and organizational levels, were all
exposed and analysed in his quest. The result was the New
Approach, in which evolution was subscribed to a field subjected
to two evolutionary tendencies of Life, exercising in their turn
influence on the organism:
‐ The horizontal evolutionary process, i.e. the strategy of
specializing to the environment, mostly through natural and
sexual selection. Evolution can be seen as a success, this way a
balance that facilitates survival in a given environment is
reached. The only problem is that the organisms adopting this
strategy are at a peril when the environment they are so
perfectly specialized to, changes. The higher the degree of
specialization, the lower the ability to cope with changes. In
cases of extreme specialization, the slightest fluctuation in the
environment can wipe out a species.
‐ The vertical mode of evolution is the answer to the dangers
inherent in the strategy of specialization: at the price of
conserving some primitive features, a degree of autonomy is also
preserved, i.e. a higher flexibility in the face of environmental
changes – instead of the smooth specialization through selection,
a rougher evolutionary strategy is adopted, the transformation
through mutations. At first glimpse this strategy does not seem
to be so successful, the organism is not so finely tuned to its
environment. But when the latter changes, the flexibility
acquired thanks to the vertical evolutionary strategy proves its
advantage: the higher the degree of autonomy, the lower the
danger of being affected by environmental instability. In cases of
very pronounced autonomy, the organism is capable to survive
in almost any type of natural environment. Opportunism is a
good term to describe this ability – changes in the environment
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are taken not as hardships, but as opportunities, the opening of
new horizons.
Applying this concept to the evolution of the primates,* the
following simplified model could be used: some
Australopithecines apparently over‐specialized to their
environment, especially the robust varieties. Losing their
evolutionary flexibility, they became extinct. The ones following
the vertical evolutionary axis evolved into Hominids. The
struggle between the two evolutionary modes resulted in a
diversification of the species, which decreased once the
tendencies were stabilized. An elegant theory searching for
order in diversification, introducing, though not consciously, the
idea of entropy and higher level of organization, perceiving Life
as struggling for its affirmation in a field influenced by forces
that either capture, or liberate it.
This struggle for self‐affirmation through various processes is
not a new concept, it is actually the motif of dialectics – after a
few considerations on the subject in the next chapter, we will
return to the New Approach.
_______________

* It is unavoidable to insert this paradoxical observation: the common ancestors
of humans and the Anthropoid apes, which have not reached such a high degree
of specialization as some of their Australopithecine cousins, must descend from a
line carrying more non‐specialized, primitive or neotenous features. As it was
already mentioned, genetically speaking they are very close to us, the differences
in our appearances being the sum of the primitivisms they left behind through
specialization and the neotenous features we have acquired through
heterochrony since our branches parted. Without these physical differences we
can reconstruct a common ancestor that looked less ape‐like and more human‐
like. This is good news for those who misunderstood and never forgave Darwin,
not being able to swallow the misconception, which they like so much to quote
namely, that we descend from apes… if they ever decide to read this book, they
can state the opposite: apparently, the apes descend from people…
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Chapter 5.
______________________________________________________________
Dialectical diversification is a theme on which many great
philosophical systems were built. Some of them, bearing
importance to the present work, are outlined below.
We will start with the “father of dialectics”, Hegel. The Thesis is
transformed into Antithesis, with diversification taking place in
the next step, the Synthesis. The process of diversification, i.e. the
realization of all potentials, is important for the Thesis, in order
to become defined, describable, as reported to something else.
Defining something by making clear what it is not, gives the
object properties, cognitive qualities. The Thesis acquires
autonomy when compared to the Antithesis. The Synthesis, a
collection of describable, autonomous qualities, of realized
potentials, leads the way back to the Thesis, which becomes
qualitatively superior through this process of self‐defining. The
circle repeats itself, becoming a never‐ending spiral that in time
realizes all the potentials of the Thesis, liberating its qualitatively
highest characteristics. These potentials were from the very start
inherent, but not defined.
Fichte’s system is not so different: the “non‐I” is the antitheses
of the “I”, its role being that of defining the “I” by introducing
adjectives that show what the “I” is not. This leads to self‐
knowledge, helping in the process of the liberation of the “I” from
the tyranny of the “non‐I” – the “Other”. The “I” and its qualities
were always there and they only become clearly defined by
comparison.
The biostructural theory of E. Macovschi belongs to the same
category, also dealing with diversification and qualitative jump.
Matter, diversified as entropy, reaches successive, ever‐higher
levels of organization. Through subsequent structural stages –
physical, biological and intellectual, it has the general tendency
of liberating the latter, superior quality, via temporal
diversification. The intellectual aspect is inherent in matter, it is
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there from the very start, but it cannot reach its autonomy
without contouring itself from its other aspects.
The same dialectical processes characterize the Indian Samkhya
philosophy. Nature is the antithesis of the Spirit, their union
leading to the non‐manifested Nature, the absolute unity of
Space, Time, Matter and Spirit. A disturbance in the inner
balance leads to diversification, thus the manifested Nature, i.e.
the apparent separation of the above‐mentioned components
takes place. Only their autonomy makes them perceptible to the
senses, which define them as Space, Time, Matter and Spirit. The
latter gets isolated: it can be recognized and defined in
comparison to the others, the self‐knowledge acquired this way,
leading to the ultimate goal of this dialectic spiral, the liberation
of the Spirit. The liberated Spirit, though present from the start,
becomes conscious and reflected, thus qualitatively superior.
All these philosophies, besides describing the general dialectical
process, also define the liberating activity that leads to
qualitative enhancement and the realization of the potentials.
Hegel calls it history, Blaga’s term is evolution and the Samkhya
philosophy identifies it as yoga.
Blaga’s New Approach was included to these systems for
evident reasons. There is another common denominator, namely,
that all these philosophies see man as the tool helping liberation.
History and evolution as collective and yoga as individual human
activities: they all lead to the liberation of an entity called “Idea”
by Hegel, the “Absolute I” by Fichte, the “Ideal Matter” by
Macovschi, “Spirit” by the Samkhya philosophy and “Life” by
Blaga. It is always man’s biological, historical, individual and
spiritual evolution realizing these cosmic tendencies.
A mystic would collectively call these entities God. He would
conclude that God, in order to prove His divine qualities,
dissolved Himself in the World, to become truly God… Whatever
we call this Entity, it is only through the mediation of man that It
can be liberated. Some kind of “predestination” seems to be at
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work at least, it can be interpreted like that. The best palpable
example to illustrate these tendencies is the rotation of the os
sphenoidale (sphenoid bone).
The vaulting of the braincase, bipedalism, recession of the jaws,
etc. are the general trends in human evolution. The result is a
kind of foetal primate, sharing around 98% of his genes with the
other primates, though physically so different. New research and
observations follow the changes in the angle of the sphenoid
bone and lead to surprising conclusions.
The cranium has a rather elastic, fluid dynamic: the rotation of
the os sphenoidale generates new proportions that automatically
attract new adaptive patterns and behaviour. It is not exclusively
the environment that shapes us, but rather we thrive in the
environment that is most suitable to our biological build‐up.
From pro‐simians to monkeys, apes and hominids, there is a
tendency of the sphenoid bone to rotate, thus enlarging the
cranium, shortening the jaws, giving stereoscopic vision, etc.
Already the Australopithecines seem to be almost bipedal, but
not as the result of adaptation to savannah conditions as it was
always thought. Rather new research agrees that the
Australopithecines were living an arboreal life, or at least in a
woodland environment. It seems that bipedalism, going hand in
hand with cranial enlargement, both a result of the rotation of
the sphenoid bone, enabled our ancestors to search their luck in
the savannah. With successive hominids the sphenoid bone
rotates even more, the brain increases its complexity, the
juvenile neotenous appearance reaching its peak with Homo
sapiens. Because the same process can be noticed during the
ontogeny (the sphenoid bone reaches its angle in the 7th to 8th
week of embryonic development, just before the foetal stage) it
seems plausible that the rotation is a genetically “prescribed”
tendency. The angle of this rotation is enough to account for the
physical differences between us and the other primates, plus the
big jump in cerebral development from Anthropoid to human.
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Even human fossil taxonomy seems to be consequent with
specific stages in the rotation of the os sphenoidale.
Heterochrony seems to be at play here, enabling us to realize a
plethora of evolutional possibilities, prior to reaching the
“mature” anthropoid look, which would as well encase and limit
the evolution of the brain. The rotation of the sphenoid bone is
an ongoing process ‐ it is a worldwide phenomenon, with no
specific geographical locus. Future rotations may open still
unpredictable uses of the brain (like the pineal gland,1 which we
will describe later), neoteny enabling us to live out the inherent
potential.
The conscious use of the marvellous cognitive capacities of
small children or “natural” people can also be hoped for in a
distant future. Sexual selection, serving neoteny, may also be
responsible to some extent.
If the rotation of the sphenoid bone is an inherent process,
erectus populations outside Africa could have done the transition
to Homo sapiens independently from each other. Australian
Aboriginal traditions do hint at this possibility, seeing Australia
the cradle of mankind. Mitochondrial DNA analyses do not quite
agree, however, we know that there was not only one “out of
Africa” event, but many.
The rotation of the sphenoid bone is open to various
interpretations. It can be understood as a kind of “intelligent
design”, serving a defined end result, given the inherence of the
process being genetically prescribed.
It may be also interpreted as a general mammalian tendency
leading to the “crown of evolution”, making all “preparatory”
forms superfluous. These are precisely the conclusions that
should be avoided.
The dialectical implications of this inherent process speak for
themselves. It would be very convenient to see in the
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philosophical systems sketched above, in which man is always
conceived as a superior form with a liberating role, something
justifying “intelligent design”, a notion so cherished by
creationists. Man should always be, according to these theories,
described as a qualitative jump in evolution. To some extent that
is true, the ideal human condition implies the ability to reflect
the world in a conscious way, vertical evolution being the means
by which consciousness is reached.2 Unfortunately, this ideal
condition is a thing of the past, evolution goes on, the
possibilities offered by the vertical strategy can be a catch,
leading to undesired results, inverting original evolutional
advantages to handicaps. Reaching a specific evolutional
autonomy, it is already in man’s power either to recognize the
danger, or to fall into the trap that is of his own making. All these
subjects will be approached later, meanwhile let us end this
chapter with the illusion that we are the apex of creation, and
that man is the only living creature on this planet, capable to
carry out the dialectical processes we have described. That there
was a (qualitative) jump at some time in our history, setting us
apart, forever, from the rest of the animal kingdom. To see when,
why and how this happened, we will have to take another look at
the New Approach.
Notes
______________
1A

part of the brain having reflective functions related to consciousness. It starts
developing on the 49th day after conception, when the sphenoid bone reaches its
angle. There must be some interrelatedness, both preparing the biological basis
for reflective knowledge thought to be possible when the brain’s left and right
hemisphere activities are balanced (see Chapter 9., Appendix).
2 The

Appendix tries to deal systematically with all these aspects – engaging into
(meta)physical speculations at this point would only lead to confusions. Though
a sequel to this chapter, it can also be read as a summary of the entire work. The
ideas exposed here will be placed in a much larger context, of which they are an
organic part.
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Chapter 6.
______________________________________________________________
There are some elements lacking in Blaga’s New Approach,
which was nonetheless a very daring formula of evolution for the
1940s. The insufficiencies in it are mostly a result of having
enough research and knowledge in the field of the mutations
theory and of not giving the deserved importance to the
neotenous processes that determine the ability to preserve, or
even accentuate our biological primitivisms. There was also not
much knowledge of heterochrony either in those days. If Blaga
would have had the information we possess today, especially in
the mechanisms of heterochrony, this work probably should not
be written. The importance of the New Approach is in presenting
evolution as an unlimited diversification in a spatial‐temporal
field, influenced by tendencies leading to either specialization, or
autonomy, with a median evolutional vector trying to balance
these tendencies. It offers an elegant solution to the branching of
species into more specialized or more autonomous forms, thus
explaining biodiversity as the simultaneous existence of various
qualitative aspects of the same species. They are distributed in
an evolutional field whose potentials are realized only with the
introduction of time: thus evolution becomes a temporal
phenomenon. As it will be seen later, heterochrony, i.e. the
possibility to trigger, suspend or realize ever‐present potentials,
is the means to introduce time to the evolutional field, giving the
scientist the opportunity to observe and describe it.
The evolutional vector was always thought to be evolution itself
by these observations and descriptions, conveying the image of a
constant, gradual and linear development, from lower to
superior forms. It was thought to be an irreversible process.
What the Newtonian approach was to physics, the Darwinian one
was to biology. In the last decades this prevailing view was
challenged by the likes of Mike Eldridge, Steven Jay Gould and
Steven Stanley, by proposing the theory of the “sudden bursts”,
stating that there is no slowly balanced linear evolution, only
short, sudden periods of evolutionary activity, separated by
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much longer intervals of stability, in which biological changes are
practically negligible. Applying this mechanism to Blaga’s New
Approach, we can make it more viable, by lending it more
flexibility. Thus, shorter and shorter vertical phases are
interrupted by horizontal transitional phases, which themselves
are shorter and shorter as well. A graphic representation of an
enlarged version of the New Approach is proposed, to explain
this.

Fig. 2

‐ Vertical evolution (o‐y) is the alternation of vertically positive
phases (a,b,c) with horizontally negative phases. The vertical
phases are the temporal distribution (duration) of a species,
while the horizontal ones represent transitional forms. The
horizontally negative stages are characterized by the permanent
adoption of reductions (triggered by heterochrony and fixed as
neotenous features),+ leading to higher degrees of autonomy and
thus, to the widening of the horizon (U<W).
_____
+

by stopping or delaying inherent evolutional potentials – applies only
to evolutional stages where potentials to be played with were developed
in earlier phases
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‐ Horizontal evolution (o‐x) is the alternation of horizontally

positive phases (a,b,c) with vertically negative phases. The
horizontal phases are the temporal distribution (duration) of a
species, while the vertical ones represent transitional forms. The
vertically negative stages are characterized by the permanent
adoption of specializations (triggered by heterochrony and fixed
as specialized features)+ leading to higher degrees of
specialization and thus the narrowing of the horizon (W>U).
_____
+

by partly or totally realizing inherent evolutional potentials – applies
only to evolutional stages where potentials to be played with were
developed in earlier phases.

These graphic details will illustrate even better what we mean:

Fig. 2a. – vertical evolution

a.

Vertical evolution
–

–
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Fig. 2b. – horizontal evolution

The horizontally negative phases (T and U), representing
“sudden bursts”, are always shorter in time. This is a
result of the always shorter duration of transitional forms,
following the higher ability to develop newer and more
complex compensations (cultures), the closer to the
vertical line, thus the higher the degree of autonomy and
lower the degree of specialization reached.
The vertically positive phases (W and Z) are also shorter
and shorter in time (W<Z). The further a species is from
the vertical axis, the stronger the influence of the

–

b.

horizontal one. The balance between the two influences is
temporarily more pronounced at stages closer to the
horizontal axis of evolution. The longevity of cultures is
associated with these phases: new cultures developed in
the next horizontally negative movement will tend to last
less.
There can also be minimal horizontally positive
tendencies, the closer to the horizontal axis, the higher the
possibility of their transformation from tendencies to
phases, starting thus new lateral evolutionary lines (ht).
The closer to the vertical axis, the lower the chance of
their slipping from a negligible tendency to a more
permanent phase.

Horizontal evolution
‐

‐

‐

The vertically negative phases (T and U), representing
“sudden bursts”, are always shorter in time, just like in the
case of vertical evolution. This is the result of the always
shorter duration of transitional forms, following the
higher ability to develop more biologically specialized
features, the closer to the horizontal line, thus the higher
the degree of specialization and lower the degree of
autonomy reached.
The horizontally positive phases (W and Z) are on the
other hand longer and longer in time (W>Z). The further a
species is from the horizontal axis, the stronger the
influence of the vertical one. The balance between the two
influences is temporarily less pronounced at stages closer
to the vertical axis of evolution. The longevity of
specialized features is associated with these phases: new
ones acquired in the next vertically negative movement
will tend to last more, giving the species a longer life‐span.
There can also be minimal vertically positive tendencies,
the closer to the vertical axis, the higher the possibility of
their transformation from tendencies to phases, thus
starting thus new lateral evolutionary lines (vt). The
closer to the horizontal axis, the lower the chance of their
slipping from a negligible tendency to a more permanent
phase.
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In summary, it can be stated that if the evolution of the
Australopithecines is taken as an example for the horizontal
evolutionary tendency and that of the Hominids for the vertical
one, the temporal continuity of Australopithecine species will be
longer and longer, the more specialized they become. Their over‐
specialization makes them so rigid that they cannot respond to
environmental challenges, thus the danger of extinction
becoming more and more imminent. On the other hand, Hominid
species will last less and less in time, the higher the degree of
autonomy reached conferring them more and more flexibility in
dealing with new natural conditions. We propose a non‐linear
family tree here, drawn accordingly to these conclusions (PLATE
IV.). To emphasize what the figure has to convey, certain
evolutionary lines, where there is a definite straight descent and
a high degree of relatedness, are combined. On the vertical axis,
the platyops, rudolfensis, habilis and ergaster varieties of Homo
are considered different forms of the same line, Homo sapiens
preneanderthalensis is included to Homo erectus and parts of the
Neanderthal’s lineage is unified with that of Early and Late
Archaic forms of Homo sapiens sapiens (it will become evident
later why). On the horizontal axis Australopithecus aethiopicus
and A. robustus, as very close relatives, will be treated as
variations of the same species.*
The temporal distribution of species, according to their
proximity to the horizontal or vertical lines of evolution, can
serve as criteria in determining their degree of relationship to us.
We have played in this chapter with the concept of
heterochrony, the timing of the realization of inherent
evolutional potentials, by either delaying them, leading to
neotenous, apparently primitive features, or by partly or fully
realizing them, resulting in specialized forms. There are other
inherent potentials at play except heterochrony, namely the
rotation of the sphenoid bone, having a huge influence on our
development, as seen in Chapter 5.
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Starting with the next chapters, we will slowly exit the
evolutional field defined by the vertical and horizontal
coordinates, to enter the cultural field, defined as well by
coordinates, which impose the tendencies towards either
specialization, or autonomy. We will see how our species, instead
of a slow entry, made a jump into this new dimension. This was
the (qualitative) jump, already introduced, as another term to be
analysed, at the end of Chapter 5.
Note
_______________

* In April 2010, Swiss paleoanthropologists from the University of Zürich made a
sensational found at Malapa, north of Johannesburg. Australopithecus sediba, as
the species to which the fossilized remains belong was called, seems to be a
transition form to Homo erectus. Though an Australopithecine, the dentition is
already very Hominid, just like the braincase, which in spite of its relatively small
size is already exhibiting frontal development. A. sediba lived 1.9 million years
ago: on the family tree at the end of this chapter, it should be placed between A.
africanus and H. habilis, on the line separating Australopithecine and Hominid
species.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
PLATE IV. Vertical Hominid and horizontal Australopithecine evolution

Chapter 7.
______________________________________________________________
With respect to the concepts of a widening and a narrowing
horizon belonging to Blaga’s New Approach, between the
coordinates of biological evolution only, this means an increase
in environmental challenges in the case of vertical evolution and
a decrease in the horizontal one. The process of specialization
adapts an organism to a specific environment, and the limited
number of challenges, are responded to in an almost automatic,
instinctual way. Primates are evolved species, even those along
the horizontal axis, and have an intelligent way of response. By
conserving, or even developing primitivisms, the organism
becomes not so much specialized to a well‐defined environment,
but open to a more generalized one, with a multitude of
challenges, which have to be answered by other means. Thus
new capacities are developed, one of them being the cultural
response. These considerations may be helpful in answering the
questions raised at the end of Chapter 5.
Man has to deal with the information of a world, not only with
the one provided by the tropical rainforest or savannah. His
horizon has widened to the maximum. Where does evolution
lead the species from this point, where the tendency to
autonomy of the vertical biological development was realized?
Speculating around Fig. 2b. the possibility of the cultural
evolution outpacing the biological one could be considered. If we
stick to the rules of vertical biological evolution only, culture
should change after each new morphological stage reached. This
does not quite reflect reality. Our evolution has become linear, a
never‐ending horizontally negative phase, biological factors
playing a diminished role, being overtaken by cultural ones. It is
actually evolution in a new, mirrored frame of coordinates,
delineating not a biological but a cultural field. Can horizontally
negative phases from a biological point of view be conceived as
horizontally positive ones ‐ that is, inside the cultural, not the
biological coordinates? Without elaborating too much, that being
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the scope of another chapter, let us conclude that the
(qualitative) jump we have mentioned is the switch between
biological evolution and its coordinates to cultural evolution,
with a new set of coordinates. We will decline using the term
“qualitative”. This entrance into a new dimension will be called
the “initial cultural sudden burst”. It is actually the final
biological sudden burst… At which phase in our evolution did it
occur?
To answer this, we will have to analyse transitions between not
only biological, but also cultural forms, which took place at the
time when the anatomically modern Homo sapiens emerged. As it
is accepted today, Homo sapiens neanderthalensis is not our
direct ancestor, his lineage, like our, goes back to Homo erectus.
Biologically maybe correct, culturally not. There is no cultural
transition between Homo erectus and sapiens sapiens. Homo
sapiens neanderthalensis is our cultural ancestor that is what the
designation sapiens is actually about. There were cultural
interactions and transitions between the two species, even some
interbreeding, as genetic evidence reveals. The biological
differences were minimal, compared to the cultural ones. The
Neanderthals stood closest to us on the vertical line, to some
extent they even entered the cultural dimension in which Homo
sapiens sapiens is thriving. They are the best basis for our
comparison, if we want to understand how the cultural sudden
burst happened.
Let us first have a look at a typically biological transition, that
between Homo erectus and H. sapiens neanderthalensis, to
compare it then to the cultural transition between the latter and
our species:
1.
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Homo erectus to Homo sapiens neanderthalensis
‐
the transition took some 400,000 years, as we know from
the existence of fossilized transitional forms of the
Steinheim, Mauer and Swanscombe types
‐
the culture of the transitional forms, reflecting the rule
exposed in Chapter2., is of the old type, namely Acheulian,
characteristic to Homo erectus

2.

Homo sapiens neanderthalensis to Homo sapiens sapiens
‐
the transition necessitated only 5,000 years (there are
biological transition forms like Shkul and Quafzeh, they
may be the result of a possible interbreeding of the type
resulting in non‐fertile descendants)
‐
the culture of the transitional forms (“Neanderthaloids”)
is of the old Mousterian type, typical to the Neanderthals,
thus the rule is observed

(though curiously, at later stages, “Neanderthaloid” fossil remains associated
with Upper Palaeolithic cultural artefacts do occur – but at that stage it is
cultural, not biological rules that are valid.)

As it is evident from the comparison, the transitions did not
occur as the result of a superior culture, the cultural stage of the
transitional forms is the one of their ancestors, not of their
descendants. The new culture is the way to compensate the new
evolutional form, not the base upon which a new form evolves.
Modern forms of Homo sapiens were, biologically speaking, not
so radically different from the Neanderthal, definitely not to the
extent to have to compensate with an Upper Palaeolithic culture,
so complex in comparison to the Mousterian – we are dealing
here with the initial cultural sudden‐burst: a culture that is much
more evolved than it should be, that fulfils more than necessary
its compensatory function. The extremely short period of
cultural transition, the 5,000 years, as compared to the 400,000
years that the previous cultural transition necessitated, is also a
burst. A culture so appealing that it was even adopted by
parallel species speaks for itself: not so highly positioned on the
vertical evolutional axis, but high enough to learn through
exposure cultural elements not necessary to their biological
survival, they were able to recognize the new cultural forms as a
means facilitating their survival in the competition with the new
parallel species. A few preliminary conditions were necessary to
enable this spectacular cultural burst:
‐

an evolutionary stage so advanced on the vertical axis that
could offer the highest possible degree of autonomy
known to the Hominids so far, and
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‐

the sudden weakening of horizontal influences, as a result
of natural changes that affected huge geographic areas –
similar upheavals occurred previously as well, though not
synchronized with such an advanced level of autonomy,
but at stages when our ancestors were still closer to the
horizontal axis of evolution

The question is, if the conditions mentioned above did
precipitate our entering the cultural field of evolution, if we have
reached the highest possible level on the vertical line or if we left
it prematurely, given the means to do so. Many of our later
mistakes could be explained this way.
The Shkul and Quafzeh “transitional” fossils, both found in
Israel, were associated with Mousterian artefacts. The sapiens
neanderthalensis – sapiens sapiens cultural transition must have
happened in the Middle East – not the last “cultural revolution”
to happen in that part of the world. A climate ideally suited to a
hunter‐gatherer economy prevailed there at those times, while in
Europe there were still subarctic conditions; it was the peak of
the Wurm glacial period. There is fossil evidence showing the
expansion of the modern Levantine forms to Europe (Predmost)1,
Africa (Florisbad)2, Asia and Australia (Wadjak)3, where groups
of neanderthalensis and erectus were encountered and competed
with. Though the aboriginal groups were biologically more
specialized, the newcomers had the cultural upper‐hand.
Approximately 30,000 years ago, the Neanderthals disappear in
Europe. Even groups adopting Upper Palaeolithic ways could not
compete with the newcomers, who must have had not only
material, but apparently social and mental superiority as well.
Technological superiority alone, especially when some of the
Neanderthals adopted it too, does not sufficiently explain the
disappearance of these populations. There must have been
economical competition, as both groups were hunters and
gatherers. The differences must be sought at the organizational
level: modern sapiens forms, not only thanks to the further
rotation of the sphenoid bone (see Chapter 6.) that gave the
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biological potential to articulate speech, but mostly due to the
development of the brain’s left hemisphere, which facilitated
grammatical language, and to the social implications that
language must have had, became favoured in this competition.

Fig. 3. The cultural transition from Middle to Upper Palaeolithic

Together with the Neanderthal, the Mousterian culture came to
an end, which without the newcomers and their culture could
have still served them well for many thousands of years. The fact
that some of the Neanderthals were able to manufacture and use
Upper Palaeolithic tools (and possibly ideas too) shows that the
time was ripe for the cultural evolution to take the place of the
biological one, as both species reached the vertical level of
autonomy allowing this to happen.
Our species at this point becomes a cultural being, upon whom
henceforth the cultural, not biological laws act. A new set of
vertical and horizontal coordinates will determine the course of
his future evolution. This new evolutional field will be presented
in the chapters to come.
Today, almost all paleoanthropologists agree that the
Neanderthals are not our direct ancestors, that both the sapiens
neanderthalensis and sapiens sapiens forms of Homo are
descendants of the erectus. The so‐called “Neanderthaloid”
fossils are not considered transitional forms and even the idea of
interbreeding shies away some scientists. If we are sharing such
a high percentage of genetic material with the Anthropoids, one
can rightly conclude that the percentage was even higher in the
case of the Neanderthals, and even in the case of erectus
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populations. In 2008, bone fragments of a new, parallel form of
Hominid were found in a cave, in the Altai Mountains.
Mitochondrial DNA analysis shows that this still unnamed
Hominid is also a descendant of Homo erectus, though neither
Neanderthal, nor sapiens sapiens. Our last common ancestor lived
approximately 1 million years ago. These four closely related
species were exposed to each other for a very long time, as we
have seen in this chapter, at a late stage there were even cultural
interchanges. Interbreeding was unavoidable. If the progenies
were able to reproduce themselves sexually, is another question.
Today’s so‐called rugged types of Western Europe may carry
some genetic souvenirs that got somehow carried into the future,
as the exceptions that strengthen the rule. The “Australoid” types
of Southern Arabia, Ceylon and Australia also possess erectus
characteristics that may be uncomfortable from a scientific point
of view. As for our cultural descent from the Neanderthals, there
is no doubt about it. Their Mousterian culture is the stage
following the Acheulian of the erectus branch of Homo. All three
(now already four?) varieties of the genus can be called “people”
– the only types of Hominids that left Africa,4 in successive
waves, being able to do so because of the level of autonomy
reached through vertical evolution, leading to such an adaptive
flexibility that they could feel at home anywhere in the world,
which became their environment.
Notes
_______________
1‐3

These fossils, rather of a transitional, Neanderthaloid type, were found with
Upper Palaeolithic cultural apparatus – the Amud type in the Levant and the Brno
II of Europe belong to this category – later transitional types, results of
interbreeding it seems, were found in Portugal.
4

Homo erectus is thought to have left Africa approximately 1.5 million years ago,
the ancestors of the Neanderthals ca 500,000 years ago and ours around 50,000
years ago
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Chapter 8.
______________________________________________________________
We have called our species a cultural being, continuing his
development in a set of new cultural coordinates to replace the
old biological ones. The Neanderthals, our contemporaries at the
moment of the switch, were also included in this category. We
entered the cultural field together, and still, the only actor left on
this stage is Homo sapiens sapiens, as the Neanderthal, in spite of
the talent he had, left the stage 30,000 years ago. Mere
competition, though present to an extent, does not explain his
disappearance – the world was still big enough for both of us.
They were not massacred either, as some think; again, there was
still enough place where to find refuge. Some kind of cultural
expansionism and intolerance must have been the cause leading
to their extinction – not that we are trying to project these
attributes that characterize us so well today, into the past… Let
us try to separate and define the implications of our first cultural
sudden‐burst, so that we can understand its results.
What makes both the Neanderthals and the modern forms of
Homo sapiens cultural beings is their capacity to be creative. The
autonomy reached on the vertical axis of the biological field was
converted to creation, as a means of compensation. Myth and art,
mastered by both species, were the main expressions of creation.
New terms must be introduced here in order to pinpoint the
differences between two very similar, almost indistinguishable
ways of dealing with the freedom reached by Hominid evolution.
The cultural being, as we have seen converts autonomy to
creation. A mythical, parallel world is created, its ethics defining
our behaviour. The Neanderthals were creators already 70,000
years ago. When the mythical world is parallel to the natural one,
not artificially “enhancing” it, a long‐lasting balance is reached,
serving very well the survival of the species, which is still mostly
a biological creature, trying to survive in the natural world.
Physically biological, spiritually cultural – it is a moderate,
gradual way of entering the new, cultural dimension of evolution.
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The cultural existence is a somewhat different category: it also
implies the conversion of autonomy to creation. But the mythical
world becomes a separate one, losing its parallelism to the
natural, “corrupting” the latter by disrupting the balance, serving
its own purposes and not necessarily survival in a natural
environment. Both physically and spiritually cultural, it is a
brusque, forceful entry into the cultural dimension.
The balance being disrupted, the need for the acceleration of
cultural forms in time is introduced as a way to compensate for
the biological potentials that could not be lived out to their full
extent, precisely because of our physical, not only spiritual, place
in the cultural dimension. In other words, we are trying to keep
pace with our own cultural development: we are adapting to our
culture, not to our environment. This process is not called
evolution any more, but rather history. Evolution is progress in a
biological field described by coordinates leading to either
specialization or autonomy. History is progress in a cultural field,
its coordinates, also lead to either autonomy or specialization.
Progress is meant as advancement through time, stripped of the
very positive meaning we like so much to associate with the
word today.
History is the high frequency of cultural changes in space and
time, and the adaptive mechanism in the cultural field associated
with these changes. It is the stage at which cultural development
takes over the biological development. It is facilitated by ever‐
improving methods of cultural transmission, as the tools
necessary for survival in the cultural environment. Man depends
on his culture, has to adapt to it and reacts only to the signals of
the cultural environment. Behaviour is determined only by these:
responses cannot be instinctive as they have to be culturally
transmitted by education, which is followed by a series of social
implications. History is expansionist by nature, its goal being the
transformation of the whole world into a uniform cultural
environment, where tools of survival and adaptation can be
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applied at their best. As historiography, with which we tend to
confound history, it becomes the chronicle of this expansion.
Lacking our sophisticated cultural transmission methods, the
Neanderthals remained cultural beings, never becoming cultural
existences, the stage that introduced history. In their post‐
biological condition, they were still very happy in their natural
surroundings and did not have the urge to keep up with the
demands of an ever‐changing cultural environment. Homo
sapiens sapiens, belonging heart and soul to the cultural stage,
most probably viewed his Neanderthal cousins with contempt, as
a primitive lot, who for their own good, were supposed to adopt
the ways of the newcomers. From lessons conveyed by modern
and contemporary history, we know what happens to
populations described as “primitive” – they are doomed to
extinction.
We are still at the dawn of history here, at a stage where the
road to either cultural over‐specialization or cultural autonomy
is still open. The human stock was subjected to the cultural
evolutional tendencies operating in this system of coordinates.
Some of us, following the inertia of our sudden‐jump, went on
trying to keep the pace with history, which instead of keeping us
on a parallel (but nonetheless autonomous) track with Nature,
alienated us from it, being carried away on the horizontal.
Others, striving for a cultural autonomy in balance with the
natural world and parallel to it, overcame the original inertia and
evolved on the vertical axis of the cultural field.
History was not invented overnight, the cultural transmission
methods evolved slowly in the beginning, one leading to the
other, preparing the ground for the historical phenomenon. Only
the last 11,000 years of human evolution are overtaken by it, our
present‐day evolutional tendencies being the results of taking a
specific cultural path at that time. For millennia, we lived as
cultural existences, not historical ones, the initial cultural chaos
of our sudden‐burst into the cultural dimension, as shown above
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was smoothed out by some groups and made even more chaotic
by others.
So let us attempt an analysis of the factors that transformed us
into historically defined cultural existences. For this, a
reconstruction of the stages leading to history will be necessary,
collectively called pre‐historic, preparatory stages. First of all, we
will have to make an inventory of our biological equipment – the
vertical tendencies in our evolution left us with a number of
primitivisms, either inherited, or acquired with the help of
heterochronic mechanisms, leading to neotenous features. The
rotation of the sphenoid bone had an enormous role in shaping
our biological appearance. The most striking and evident result
of these combined tendencies is the cranial development.
Bipedalism, right‐handedness and other typical human
characteristics go hand in hand with this. The timing of our birth,
the long dependency of the infant on the mother, the role of
learning in this period and the post‐natal development of the
cranial case, are all secondary aspects. All this was described in
the first section of the book. What we have to analyse now is how
we deal with this hypertrophied organ that is our brain, what
kind of potentials it has and how do these potentials define our
progress in the cultural system of coordinates.
The non‐proportional development of the brain’s left
hemisphere is maybe the most relevant aspect in determining
our further development. What we generally classify as cultural
categories are almost exclusively controlled by a part of the
brain, called Broca’s. The ability to understand abstract
representations, to compare, categorize and classify, to develop
grammatical language and to create coherent philosophical
systems are all properties of Broca’s area.
John Zerzan, in Future Primitive, rightly observes that symbol,
time, language and number were important factors in reaching
our present stage. His critiques, and there are many of them,
reproach him his reductionism, his anarcho‐primitivist wish to
return to an initial stage by abolishing these concepts.
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Agriculture, with its implying of domestication, but mostly
division of labour are also mentioned by Zerzan – here his
critiques should be more cautious. Division of labour will be
mentioned later; in this chapter we are still at the beginnings of
history, so let us concentrate for now on agriculture.
Zerzan’s first categories are results of our peculiar biological
evolution: without their presence we could not call ourselves
human. The problem is not their existence but the way they are
put in practice in the post‐biological, i.e. cultural stage. Zerzan’s
insight was in identifying these categories as the ones that will
overshadow all others in history. The life‐denying concept of
domestication, for example, cannot be conceived without them.
Domestication and its social implications are very well
illustrated by Zerzan, he describes the changes that occur in the
mentality of hunter‐gatherer groups at the moment they start
practicing even the most innocent forms of domestication, like
that of dogs and pigs, or specialization in the consumption of
certain plants, still not cultivated, but excessively collected and
accumulated for later use. Aggressiveness becomes a dominant
trait of these delayed‐return hunter‐gatherer groups, as opposed
to the gentleness of immediate‐return economies. Erich Fromm
noted these tendencies in his An Anatomy of Human
Destructiveness, a book trying to define human nature.
Agriculture is seen by many as the “root of evil”, while others
delay the turning point in our cultural evolution, ascribing it to
the Industrial Revolution. Actually, agriculture was only the end
result of a process that started much earlier, with the emergence
of delayed‐return hunter‐gatherer economies.
The Kalahari Bushmen are often given as a classic example of
immediate‐return hunter‐gatherers. Laurens van der Post bears
to some extent the responsibility for the idealized view of the
savage, non‐domesticated Bushman, a view that influenced other
writers and anthropologists. Marshall Sahlins described the
!Kung Bushmen in his Stone Age Economics, a book taken as a
reference by many other authors, including Zerzan, some of them
giving the example of the !Kung as an ideal stage of the human
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condition, “the original affluent society”, from which we have
only degraded. The positive aspects of forager societies are
appreciated in this book too, though they are not seen as
expressions of a primordial stage, but of one reached through
cultural evolution on the vertical axis. The Bushmen are cultural
existences, just like us, not fossilized remains of some pre‐
historic Golden Age – their culturally reached stage can not be
used as a model for hunter‐gatherer groups living tens of
thousands of years ago. Their way of life emerged from the initial
chaos that accompanied our jump into the cultural dimension,
smoothed out through the ages. This seems to be the case if we
consider the theories that their economy is actually one that
reverted to hunting and gathering after an unsuccessful flirt with
pastoralism. While we do not agree with this theory, we cannot
discard it either.
What characterizes immediate‐return (IR) economies is their
infinite trust in Nature’s providing capacities. This is paradoxical,
because they populate quite inhospitable, arid areas, where the
caprices of weather make the distribution of wildlife and
resources pretty unpredictable. Nonetheless, difficult periods are
taken lightly, with the knowledge that more abundant ones will
follow. Due to low demographic impact, attributed to natural
birth control, territorial competition is unknown. Resources are
not accumulated, thus not exhausted. Technological
development is minimal from our point of view, though more
than adequate to satisfy existing needs. It is quite sophisticated
and ingenious, being developed to specific purposes and by
perfectly serving them, there is no need for what we call
progress. Thanks to the rich and balanced diet, the health level is
high, the only malady being old age. Life expectancy is low when
compared to our standards, but natural: it is not artificially made
longer. Cultural life is rich, there is enough time to practice it:
life‐supporting activities, though hard, do not take away all the
hours of the day. A life‐affirming general attitude is also
characteristic.
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Delayed‐return (DR) foragers, though living in more abundant
areas, lack infinite trust in Nature, they tend to plan for the
future by collecting and accumulating certain resources, which
are seen as property, thus the notion of value is introduced. This
leads in many cases to territorial awareness: aggressiveness is
part of the strategy of defending or acquiring territory, the latter
when the staple resources are exhausted or there is a wish to
accumulate even more. Technological development, just like that
of the IR groups is minimal, health poorer, because of the
specialization in diet. Demographical impact can be high, as there
is a tendency to linger for long in one place, when the staple is
available. Cultural life is also rich though more specialized: there
are witch doctors, guardians of ritual. Motifs of domination that
become more accentuated with initial domestication are
frequent in myths. Thus a general life‐denying, suspicious
attitude prevails, its main source the initial mistrust in Nature.
The DR hunter‐gatherers cannot be taken as a primordial state
either, they are just as much a stage reached by cultural
evolution as that of the Bushman. They are culturally specialized,
i.e. dependent, only one step away from agriculture, which they
do not practice, only because they are not active in latitudinal
zones shared with plants that can be domesticated. Such is not
the case today. About latitudinal expansionism, characteristic to
agriculture, there will be more, later. The inclination to
agriculture is there, the beginning of cultural specialization. IR
groups are culturally more flexible, still on a parallel course with
Nature. Compared to contemporary Western societies DR
economies are still an idyllic stage ‐ in their comparison with IR
societies we have highlighted mostly the negative, extreme
aspects.
As none of the models described above can be applied to
prehistoric societies,1 we are only left to guess how they could
have been. Some authors describe our distant ancestors as
bloodthirsty brutes while others ascribe them the qualities of
contemporary foragers. “Human nature” is a term used either to
justify aggressiveness and competitiveness or to idealize hunter‐
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gatherer societies, where these attributes are absent. For an
understanding of human nature we will have to observe our
closest present‐day relatives, chimpanzees and bonobos. The
latter are a neotenous variant of the former. This is reflected by
the differences in social behaviour: chimpanzees are more
aggressive, male‐female dimorphism is more accentuated and
the alpha male behaves like a tyrant. With bonobos, dimorphism
is less evident, tensions being socially solved, mostly by the
females, who also have an important role in sexual selection.
Apparently, neoteny leads to the loss of aggressiveness and
facilitates social structures to solve tensions.
The
“Australopithecine nature” was probably more aggressive,
chimpanzee‐like, while “Human nature” more bonobo‐like. The
social aspect must have become more dominant from erectus to
sapiens.
There must have been environmental influences too. We have
already mentioned that IR hunter‐gatherer groups live in more
hostile areas, with less available resources. The scarcity is
socially compensated for. DR groups, living in more generous
environments, have a tendency to hoarding and specializing in
diet. Chiefs are powerful and women have a more subordinated
role.
Before the Neolithic Revolution, foragers living in abundant
environments must have resembled today’s delayed‐return
groups more than the immediate‐return societies, which are
likely a more recent development. Hence, the idyllic description
of prehistoric mankind does not seem to reflect reality. Both
tendencies, one leading to agriculture and specialization, the
other to autonomy through the refining of the hunter and
gatherer economy, must have been present.
The next step, agriculture, leads to the loss of almost all cultural
flexibility. Utter dependence on the crop or animal product is the
result, this impoverished status being compensated by myths of
dominance and power, mirroring the life‐denying attitudes that
characterize agricultural societies. The end‐result is the
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domestication of man, portrayed merely as a servant, dependant
and at the mercy of the mythical masters who are responsible for
rain and life. A critique of agriculture as the first step on the
horizontal axis of cultural evolution is reserved for other
chapters; here we are still busy with the phases that led to
history. So far we have mentioned the introduction of time,
symbol, language and number, which could be attributed to the
extreme development of the brain’s left hemisphere. Though a
biological development, it will affect very much our cultural one:
long before the division of labour, which Zerzan is rightly so
vehement about, the division of myth occurred, with even more
devastating results. We will analyse it as the book advances
through history.
Social aspects should also be addressed. The discovery of the
way to master fire, 600,000 years ago by Homo erectus, was a
giant step, still remembered and glorified by many mythologies
as one of the decisive things that made us human. Fire could have
been instrumental in the need for language: even today, when a
group of modern men sit around a campfire, they have the urge
to communicate. Yarns are told, there is a lot of philosophising
about basic questions and friendships are closed, or
consolidated. In the case of Homo erectus that would have been
the equivalent of transmitting the events of the day’s hunt, laying
down the basic aspects of myth and organizing the group for
tomorrow’s life‐supporting activity, whether it be the hunt,
scavenging or gathering. When proper grammatical language
appears2 approximately 35,000 years ago, according to
specialists, experiences can be transmitted orally and
accumulated wisdom could be made available to the next
generation.
This becomes even more efficient with the appearance of the
writing (which is closely associated with agriculture, so they will
be described together). Schools, books, print and mass media
follow at an accelerated pace. New cultural forms succeed each
other at ever‐shorter intervals and they are always more
efficiently spread in time and space – this is what we call history.
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Approximately 11,000 years ago, with the apparition of
agriculture, the human condition is best described as that of a
historical existence. It is different from the cultural existence, a
still unspecialized condition, a pre‐historical one, as described at
the beginning of this chapter.
The cultural existence is not only pre‐historical, but also post‐
biological, at the peak of his autonomy. He is a stage above what
was defined as cultural being, though not yet an historical
existence. The decision to preserve his autonomy, or to sacrifice
it to history, is entirely his. He is the ancestor of both the
Bushman and the Buddha. And of technological man too.
In the next chapter a few concepts, inevitably introduced by the
present one will have to be defined more accurately in order to
present man’s new framework of evolution, together with its
dangers and possibilities.
Notes
_______________
1

Contemporary foragers are living in the midst of agricultural and pastoralist
populations. They interact with these groups only and not with other hunters and
gatherers, as they did 10,000 years ago.
2

Language was initially a tool related to the hunt. “Click languages”, still used by
the San and Hadza are extremely practical: they can be used during the chase for
communication, without making the quarry suspicious. It is thought that all
present languages evolved from such ancestral “tool‐languages”. Sign language is
less efficient, though it must have been there at the beginning, being as well
related to symbolic thought. Another theory is stating that song preceded
language – clicks and signs for the hunt, songs for the trance – it is not excluded
that the three theories only complement each other. However, by either clicking
it or singing it, cultural transmission is the end result.
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Chapter 9.
______________________________________________________________
Introducing a large number of terms in the last chapter was
unavoidable, due to the complexity of the subject discussed,
which was history. In the present chapter, we will try to describe
more accurately the historical process, presenting the concepts
introduced in Chapter 8. in a more organized way. Our
scepticism, when it comes to history, progress, development, etc.
must have been noticed. The purpose of this book is not to
interpret history, but to describe it for what it is. We will attempt
to present history in a positive light, seeing it as the process to
which our evolution inevitably led us to, culminating in it. This
will be done by not leaving the biological field ‐ determined by
the tendencies leading either to specialization or autonomy ‐ and
by presenting our actual condition as the highest that could
possibly have been achieved. The problems presented by this
approach and the inherent inaccuracies of this optimistic
solution will be examined in Chapter 10., wherein we pinpoint
small but crucial details not mentioned by the first analysis. The
cultural field will be the stage of historical development; after all,
we are not studying a biological phenomenon. These details may
lead to uncomfortable conclusions, in sharp contrast with the
accepted and cherished way of perceiving history. Evident,
observable and measurable consequences of the historical
process will be described next. The conclusions drawn from the
comparison will determine which of the two approaches to
history is more realistic.
When does history start, at what specific stage of evolution can
we define history as a new element added to our condition?
Though vaguely answered in the last chapter, let us consider the
question again. There are two answers. History starts when:
1.
2.

the biological evolution becomes subordinate to the cultural
one, and
the variation of cultural forms in time (and space) becomes
sufficiently frequent.
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The first condition was fulfilled with the emergence of the
anatomically modern forms of Homo sapiens. The second was
still not. Analysing the modalities of cultural transmission, as it
was done in the previous chapter, it seems that the second
condition had to wait for its fulfilment up to 11,000 years ago,
when history‐proper, as we know it, had started. The cultural
being that was H. sapiens sapiens at that point, became an
historical existence. The process can be graphically illustrated:

Fig. 4

The relationship between biological and cultural evolutions is
presented here. The latter is taking over at a point, the former
keeping pace through mutations and reductions only. There is no
possibility for a successive vertically positive phase; evolution
became a continuous, horizontally negative one. From inside the
evolutional field it seems that the species reached the peak on
the vertical axis, the highest degree of autonomy. Applying the
dialectical processes described in Chapter 5. we may state that
history is the process of liberation (Hegel) realized by a
continuous approach to the vertical axis (Blaga), up to a
definitive capture, when the horizontal tendencies cannot
exercise their influence any more. Man, thanks to this evolutional
pattern, can be ascribed double functions: liberator and
liberated. He is liberating inherent qualities of the matter
(Macovschi) or the spirit (Samkhya philosophy), being himself
liberated in the process by reaching the highest stage of
evolution, which is the liberating mechanism, the dialectical
process. Hegel’s Idea as liberated by human History…
There are three progressive steps that accomplish this linear process: 1)
evolution; 2) culture; 3) history.
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The dotted line in the figure, biological evolution, is
characterized starting from the moment of the sudden‐burst (or
rather qualitative jump, in the spirit of this approach) only by
reductionist mutations, keeping pace with the continuous line,
historical evolution, itself an uninterrupted chain of cultural
changes. It is a continuous transitional phase, horizontally
negative, so it can follow the ever increasing, oscillating
frequency of cultural changes. Biological change is from now on,
always a step behind and it only encourages further reductions;
that means increasingly higher forms of neoteny, having to
comfort only cultural adaptation.
Being at such a high level on the vertical axis, minimal
environmental changes could have already lead to the final
capture by the vertical, triggering the historical process, that
started, as we have seen in the last chapter, with agriculture. This
was not such a big breakthrough in itself. No one knows plants
and their properties better, than hunter‐gatherers do. Even when
changes in climate lead to certain mutations in plants, foragers
recognize at once not only the changes, but also the advantages
brought about by the changes. It is not the “discovery” of certain
plants or their properties that led to the Agricultural Revolution
of the Neolithic, but the social change that occurred when certain
hunter‐gatherer groups adopted a delayed‐return type of
economy, no doubt because of environmental changes, that
specialized them in their dependence on these plants. The next
step is domestication; it is the result of this that made the
“Revolution” – and it had an effect not only on the economy, but
also on the representations, i.e. myths of these groups, myths
that explained and justified domestication.
The post‐glacial xerotherm period and the Younger Dryas were
the environmental changes that led to the triggering of the
historical process.* There are a number of theories explaining
the origin of agriculture, adding to the environmental element
social dimensions. It was thought for a long time that sedentary
life was a direct result of agriculture, but lately it has become
evident that certain delayed‐return hunters and gatherers, in
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abundant periods, tend to give up nomadic habits and become
more settled.
The Natufian culture of the Levant is also a sedentary hunter‐
gatherer economy that became agricultural at a certain stage.
There must also have been demographic aspects at play,
abundance and sedentary life leading to a demographical
explosion. Mark Nathan Cohen, whose theories will be used more
in the next chapter, ascribes agriculture exactly to this
demographic explosion. The latter can also be a result of the high
degree of autonomy reached on the vertical, influencing
naturally controlled birth rates. All these aspects, when
considered together, may have led to agriculture.
Related to agriculture are other radical cultural changes, which
gave historical evolution its initial impetus and set it on its
oscillating course that takes over biological evolution. Time and
its implications are crucial to agriculture. The cycle of seasons,
the coming of the rains and the proper timing of the sowing and
harvesting, are important. The myths emerging at this time in the
Levant reflect the preoccupation with time. The theme of
renewal dominates the rock engravings of agricultural and later
pastoral societies, to be reused and formalized later by
coppersmiths. Megalithic constructions that serve to measure
time, stone circles alienated with the movements of celestial
bodies, are common to the Neolithic. The Egyptian, Indian,
Assyrian and Maya calendars start measuring time exactly from
this period. Though perceived as cyclic in character, time will
become a linear concept in later stages.
Writing is also associated with agriculture. Small clay fragments
from Susa (5,000 BC), Tepe Asiab and Ganj‐i‐Derek Tepe (9,000
BC) are incrusted with signs apparently predicting the elements
of the Sumerian pictograms (4,000 BC). The first pictograms
from the 4th millennium BC are thus not a novelty, but a
continuation of a recording system, indigenous to Western Asia,
and originating in Neolithic times. The appearance of writing in
Mesopotamia is a logical step forwards in the standardization of
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the recording of agricultural produce, originating 11,000 years
ago.
The third, metaphysical implication of our entering the
historical stage also has to be explained. Man becomes the
liberating element in evolution, the expression of the double
quality: liberated and liberator… To introduce again a mystical
point of view, as we did in Chapter 5. it is not God saving man, but
rather the opposite, man is the saviour, by realizing Divine goals
through his evolution… History is the summit and goal of
evolution, the historical process being the liberating act.
Going on with this positive, anthropocentric approach to
history, there is still the “problem” of the so‐called “natural
people” to be analysed. These human groups carried the hunter‐
gatherer/forager lifestyle into modernity, what can only be
described as pre‐historical, in the spirit of the linear approach
detailed above. These people do not fulfil the basic elements of
historicity, so they must be placed outside history. Unfortunately,
even authors who idealize them and do not adopt the linear
concept of the historical process, by seeing them as ideal pre‐
historical beings, are denying them the cultural evolution that
made them what they are today. The case of the Kalahari
Bushmen was presented in the previous chapter and will be
referred to again, later. There is no visible, measurable cultural
variation to include these people in the category defined as
historical existence. Their culture is frozen in time, for thousands
of years, there are no new cultural forms appearing at an ever‐
higher frequency, so they cannot be members of the historical
club. They have accomplished the cultural jump, so we have to
ascribe them at least to the category defined as cultural
existence. But hey did not “discover” agriculture, the triggering
factor of history. Even groups practicing forms of primitive
agriculture, the delayed‐return hunter‐gatherers and incipient
pastoralists, refuse to adapt to the “advanced” lifestyle, to
specialize to it, on the contrary, they stick to their cultural
flexibility. The figure inserted shows that the so‐called “natural
people” are following a historically straight evolutional line
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(vertically positive) that does not bend into a horizontally
negative one, is not interrupted by cultural variation. But there
are also biological differences between us, as emphasized by
angle u ‐ degenerative reductions present in the case of modern,
technological man. Examples include obesity, the frequency of
cardiovascular diseases or dental decay: all these can be seen as
the result of our higher degree of autonomy, expressed by
superior technology, which allows these reductions.

Fig. 5a.

What are the conclusions of this positive approach to history?
Exactly the things we want to hear and what our education
emphasizes, namely that we have reached the peak of biological
evolution, our historical dimension immediately following it
being a constant improvement, the present social and
economical structures being the best possible outcome, with the
potential of becoming even better. Small inconveniences, like the
destruction of the natural environment, which is our right to
exploit, commercialize and exhaust, are only of secondary
importance, eventually we will invent something to replenish the
exhausted resources, because our progress knows no limits. We
are even theologically, not only economically encouraged and
justified to follow the road of progress.
Note
_______________

*

The Younger Dryas interval dated to ca. 12,800 to 11,500 years ago was an
abrupt climate change of the Holocene, which quickly created a colder and dryer
Europe and West Asia, after a thousand year period of post‐Pleistocene climate
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amelioration. The effects of this climate change on humans – and possibly
Hordeum and Triticum populations as well – were radical. Hunting and gathering
bands were forced to adapt to the rapid drying and cooling of niches where wild
plants and animals had formerly provided abundant subsistence. The decreased
annual yields of wild cereal stands increased both the need and the motivation
for cultivation. In the face of rapidly altered environments, human subsistence
procurement was extended to adjacent areas less affected by Younger Dryas
drying and cooling. This habitat‐tracking comprised the first stages to agriculture
in the steppic Levant. Other regions of West Asia no doubt also experienced
Younger Dryas alterations of late hunter‐gatherer subsistence as 2°‐10°C cooling
occurred rapidly, with the subsequent warming transforming the region again
within less than a decade. Younger Dryas habitats were the stage, therefore, for
the collapse of late hunter‐gatherer society as more labour‐intensive agriculture
was required for subsistence in contiguous areas suitable for dry farming (Bar‐
Yosef 1998).
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Chapter 10.
______________________________________________________________
The conclusions reached in the previous chapter are inevitable
if we act as subjective observers. Taking the evolutional field as
our point of reference and, viewing our progress in time. All our
present values are based on such conclusions, implying a linear
progress from an inferior a. to a superior b. But reality is more
complex and may give us a very different picture. In Chapter 8.
there was already mention of a cultural field, with its own system
of coordinates; let us be more explicit, by inserting a small
variation of Fig. 5a. first and explaining the huge implications it
carries, next. It is practically the same figure, showing the upper
reaches of the vertical axis of evolution, the graphic illustration
of the sudden‐burst that carries our species into a cultural
dimension. Only that this new dimension has its own rules,
biological evolutional tendencies are not what they seem to be.
Except the vertical o‐y axis, everything is the mirror image of the
biological field.

Fig. 5b.

It is the continuation of the latter, in the sense that evolutional
tendencies leading to higher degrees of autonomy were not
stopped by reaching the highest level in the biological system of
coordinates. The cultural field describes the progress of the
cultural existence evolving in it very similarly to the biological
one: there is a tendency towards cultural autonomy, following
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the vertical line, and one leading to cultural specialization, on the
horizontal axis of the system.
These terms will be soon properly defined. For now, it is enough
to observe that what is perceived as a horizontally negative, thus
a liberating phase in the biological field, becomes a horizontally
positive, binding one in the cultural – we know what that means:
a tendency to specialization. Cultural specialization, to be exact.
Fig. 5b. shows that all that was stated about the so‐called natural
people, from the point of view of an observer still extant in the
biological field was false, quite the opposite being the case. It is
cultural autonomy they possess, contrasting with our cultural
specialization. It is exactly that they evolve culturally by
preserving technological “primitivisms” where their autonomy
and flexibility comes from. Western man, over‐specialized with
all his technological apparatus is well advanced on the horizontal
axis of cultural evolution, namely on the road to over‐
specialization. History, as we have seen, is trying to keep pace
with cultural advancement, which occurs at ever‐faster rates.
Thus history is a trap leading to specialization.
Stages that are apparently still pre‐historical, conserving
technological primitivisms, by sticking only to technology that
guarantees survival, or even by reducing superfluous technology,
are automatically, on a more autonomous cultural level: activity
is not exclusively oriented to keep pace with technology, but
mostly invested in the cultural aspect – unity of myth vs. division
of myth, trance vs. reason and other similar categories will be
presented in the chapter describing cognitive processes and the
theory of knowledge. As for now, let us introduce this figure,
defining the cultural field, so that we can trace our historical
development in it, to see if the positive conclusions reached in
Chapter 9. still keep their validity or not.
What can be noticed in the figure is that vertical cultural
evolution is still named biological. This is done on purpose, to
show that cultural autonomy can be reached only by living out
the potential of biological evolution, running on a parallel line
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with Nature, in a balanced way. By not reaching biological
maturity, life‐denying attitudes affecting both the species and its
environment, may get the upper hand in cultural evolution.

Fig. 6

The figure is the mirror image of Blaga’s New Approach
On the vertical axis, common to both
biological and cultural fields, evolution leads to cultural and
biological autonomy, by conserving mythical, social and
technological primitivisms, through a maintained balance with
the environment, which may even result in the simplification of
technology. Another thing this balance is leading towards is the
life‐affirming attitude characterizing cultures advancing on the
vertical line.
(Chapter 4., Fig. 1).

The horizontal axis, not shared with the biological field, but
rather running in an opposite direction, is characterized by
historical evolution through specialization, by losing the balance
with the natural environment and renouncing mythical, social
and technological primitivisms. By trying to keep pace, socially
and mythically, to the technological development, over‐
specialization in the sense of utter dependence on technology is
reached. Cultural flexibility is sacrificed for the sake of
technological development; new technology is invented and
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accumulated, even when it does not serve survival, can
sometimes even be hostile to it or simply superfluous. Myth and
society become technological too and lose their human aspect.
Life‐denying attitudes are an inevitable component of horizontal
lines of cultural evolution.
The dialectics of evolution, as described in Chapters 5. and 9. are
still valid, only that it is not the historical existence fulfilling the
process. We have postulated too early that we are “liberated
liberators”. Meanwhile, we still need to be liberated from the
evolutional trap we have fallen into. We were also very eager to
exterminate the people who did not share our expansionist, life‐
denying attitudes, but had the best chance to become what we
think we are. The roots of expansionism and life‐denial are
present already 11,000 years ago. We have already noticed that
delayed‐return hunter‐gatherers have an inclination to develop
life‐denying attitudes, which become a fixture after the Neolithic
Revolution brought by agriculture. Mark Nathan Cohen, who was
already mentioned, wrote an essay analysing the health related
aspects of agriculture. The Neolithic Revolution meant a disaster:
high mortality rates, over‐population, diseases and parasites
accompanying a sedentary life and the sanitation problems
created by it, division of labour, servitude… to mention only a
few gifts we have got from this big step into history. Latitudinal
cultural expansion was another result, meaning that on
geographical latitudes that were suitable for staple plants,
unprecedented expansion of agriculturalists, or rather of the
armies led and organized by the newly emerged ruling classes
occurred. Hunter‐gatherers living at these latitudes were
mercilessly slaughtered or enslaved. Pastoralism, practiced in
marginal areas, where crops did not grow, introduced moderate
longitudinal expansion. Commerce and slave trade followed,
longitudinal expansion reaching its peak in the period of the
Industrial Revolution, when raw materials became
indispensable. This (already) expansionism is also responsible
for the export of ideology and the determining of the economies
in the colonies, to reach unprecedented levels today, as
globalism. There is a lot of literature describing our present
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condition, with authors like Fromm, Shepard or Mumford
adopting a moderate stance, giving only the diagnosis, while
others like Kaczinszky trying to doctor it by force. The subject of
anarchy will be touched on later: some anarchist writers will be
given credit for their recognizing and describing the problems
facing us today. As for the solutions offered, they will be shown
for what they are: futile attempts that lead us back into the same
trap.
So this was history, revisited: quite a different picture from the
one offered in the last chapter, where the dangers of cultural
evolution were totally ignored. We may think that we are a
powerful and successful species, but so were the
Australopithecines. They are gone, killed by over‐specialization.
Though in a different field, we are following the same path.
Another chapter is necessary, to show how over‐specialization
works – to understand its mechanism is in our case a quest of
outmost importance, a matter of life or death.
But first, a few aspects of cultural evolution, on the vertical axis
will have to be described and the meaning of autonomy made
clear in order to understand what we have strayed from. Let us
take once more the Bushman as an example. Though his
technology seems primitive, when compared to ours, it is a
refined Upper Palaeolithic one, the culture that triggered the
sudden‐burst that took us into the realms of cultural evolution. It
is perfectly suited to the environment, it is not a technology that
imposes itself on it, or modifies it. A young technology, appearing
only a few tens of thousands of years ago, which evolutionally
seen was only yesterday. To improve on it, would imply another
cultural change at a premature stage, even knowing that in
biological evolution, like in the historical one, an ever‐increasing
pace in cultural changes is characteristic. If we construct a curve
to illustrate the frequency of these changes and to plot the
moments at which they should occur, it will be noticed that the
Upper Palaeolithic barely had time to establish itself, it would be
too early to change a stage that still did not fully realize its
potential. Besides, it is not the initial Upper Palaeolithic tool kit
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that the Bushman is using, but a refined, adapted form, with
many ingenious and sophisticated improvements. To such an
extent, that if these refinements were not contemporary, thus
seen as primitive when compared to the achievements of purely
technological cultures, they could be classified as a cultural stage
following the Upper Palaeolithic. In historiography, this is
followed by the Neolithic ‐ in our linear concept, all that is not yet
Neolithic, is automatically ascribed to the previous, inferior stage
‐ history did not leave room for parallel developments. This was
only the material side of culture. If the social and mental aspects
are added, technological society is at loss: our alienated social
culture and the narrow horizon characterizing the uniform
spiritual culture of mass‐society being evidently inferior. We love
to refer to science when trying to prove our superiority. The
results of the rational Cartesian approach and science utilized as
a means to master Nature should make us reconsider. Even
descriptive science, like physics, only starts recognizing the
insights of myth. If the theory that San hunter‐gatherers are
actually reverted pastoralists were proved, that would only show
the high degree of flexibility reached by vertical cultural
evolution, namely, the ability to reduce unnecessary social and
technological developments. But the most important aspect is
the parallel course of this culture with Nature. It leads to a
perfect understanding of Nature, further material, mental and
social advances are based on this understanding, and knowledge
becomes reflecting. This is practically, accomplishing the goal of
the evolutional dialectics. A perfect balance between Culture and
Nature was reached and life‐affirming attitudes followed
automatically. It is a case of evolution on the vertical axis of the
cultural field shared with the biological field, thus reaching a
higher stage in the biological evolution.
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Chapter 11.
______________________________________________________________
Caution must be exercised here – the condition the Bushman
has reached through the combination of biological and cultural
evolutions cannot be projected to previous, exclusively biological
stages. As was proposed, the role of compensation is always to
reach a balance that only high levels on the vertical evolutionary
line can accomplish. Life‐affirming attitudes can be only a result
of this balance, which we call biological maturity. Disrupting this
balance, being carried away by our creative capacities, leads to
over‐compensation. This is the acquisition of equipment that we
do not really needed: in our case, the creation of an artificial
reality, independent of Nature, to which we must adapt by
cultural means only. Given the extremely high frequency of
cultural changes in time, there is no chance of ever reaching a
balanced stage, our development being the frustrating trial to
keep up with the rhythm of our own creativity, only widening the
gap between us and Nature. Life‐denying attitudes are an
inevitable companion in this race. As promised, this chapter will
try to understand the inner mechanism of this process, which is
actually cultural over‐specialization.
Because we are analysing a purely historical phenomenon,
which has lost all touch with natural reality, a mass‐psychosis
actually, we will have to use again, as in a previous chapter,
terminology borrowed from the field of psychoanalysis.
The “Self” is defined as the sum of unconscious individual
human potentials. These are unfortunately only unrealized
potentials, being censored by the “I”, which can be seen as the
commanding and controlling aspect of all psychical activities.
The “I” has to fulfil extremely complex functions necessary for
the proper functioning of the psyche and the organism, the most
important of these being survival. The “Self” is dominated by the
principle of pleasure, i.e. immediate satisfaction, while the “I” is
characterized by the principle of social reality, censoring
immediate pleasure (which may not prove helpful for survival),
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and instead allowing only for a conscious, conditioned and
delayed sense of pleasure. The tendencies of the “Self”, which are
not seen as serving survival in an environment chosen by the “I”,
or endanger it, are censored. The “I” does not bow to the “Self” ’s
principle of immediate pleasure, there is an ever present conflict
between the two, the result being an act we can call “proper”
behaviour, facilitating survival in the social environment and
conditioning pleasure, thus serving both. This conflict, in a
somewhat Marxist way, leads to an active response, which is
under certain circumstances creation, if the “Self” is strong
enough, but mostly only coming to expression as behaviour
approved by the “I”. The latter is adaptive, engaging the
individual in activities meant to serve his survival. The “Self”
becomes the active subconscious only as a result of the conflict
with the “I” when it becomes either creative, or choosing.
At a higher level, the “I‐Ideal” is the adaptive goal of the “I”, the
set of values to which the “I” tends to conform. This category
does not belong to the individual psyche, but to the social,
collective one. The “I‐ Ideal”, in the case of an adaptive move of
the “I” (choice, engagement) is the chosen prejudice, or set of
social, collectively accepted “right” values. The “I‐Ideal” emits the
signals to which the “I” is responding, though opposed by the
“Self”, trying to realize its potentials. These are seen as “immoral”
by the “I”, not conforming to the “right”, “moral” signals of the “I‐
Ideal”. The tendencies of the “Self” are repressed by the
censorship of the “I”, only the ones that do not contradict the
values set by the “I‐Ideal” are let to be realized, in the form of
censored creation, as compensation of the frustration coming
from not living out fully the potentials that could have been
realized.
In a nutshell: the “Self”, depending on its strength, becomes
creative or choosing, at contact with the “I”, which is censoring
the creative impulses or approving the engagement, depending
on their compatibility with the demands of the “I‐Ideal”. Let us
try to separate and define the categories that are of immediate
importance:
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1.

Engagement or choice is conformation to a set of values, which
are the ideal of the “I”. This set of values, previously created,
representing the accepted way of explaining and dealing with
reality at a specific historical moment (= prejudice, as it will be
defined later), is perceived as an adaptive goal by the “I”. It is
the accepting of ethics and finality of a previous, established
creation as a whole, repressing the tendencies of the “Self”,
which do not conform to these. Engagement is the
accomplishment of a previous creation, the act leading to its
establishment.

2.

Creation is the generation of values, which can be chosen by
engagement. It implies the presence of a “Reality”, blindly
accepted by engagement (this explains why the term prejudice
is a fitting one). It also implies an ethical system, which
declines with the Reality presented, adopted as well by
engagement. Creation is demanding engagement, as a test of its
capacities to establish itself as the object of future choice.
Engagement too, is asking for new creations to which it can
conform, the “I” trying thus to keep busy the “Self” ‐ the result
is a linear, forwards moving process. The conflict of the “I”
with the “Self” ‐ with the latter feeling threatened by the
engagement made by the “I” ‐ may lead to the improvement of
a previous creation, as a way of compromise: the new creation
will not replace the whole set of values. It will only build on
them, enlarging their contents, to accommodate the few
tendencies let through by the filter of the censorship of the “I” .
The new creation will bear the imprint of the values it is trying
to replace, thus the linear process becomes fluid, logical,
acceptable. What prejudice is in the case of engagement
becomes style with creation.

‐

Prejudice – an ethical social convenience that serves the
realization of a social finality, chosen by engagement. Prejudice
means ethically defined consciousness.
Style – an esthetical social convenience that serves the
realization of an artistic finality, imposed on creation. Style
means esthetically defined consciousness.

‐
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Style and prejudice are functionally related categories, only in
that the former is imposed on artistic creation, the latter is
chosen in a social engagement. They are both deforming prisms
of the Reality, having the same limiting but also protecting (from
a social‐historical point of view) effect, when united in the
horizon of the “I‐Ideal”, which stretches between us, and the
horizon of Reality (see Chapter 12.).
Maybe defining the linear, fluid process resulting from the
interplay of the above‐mentioned elements, by giving them a
historical extension will make it easier to grasp them:
‐
‐
‐

History – the chronology of the change of prejudices, in time
and space.
Historical momentum – the shift in the ethical and esthetical
consciousness (the latter triggering the former, creation
defining engagement)
Revelation – a collective psychical movement, following a
radical change in values, in the texture of the “I‐Ideal”.
For the accomplishment of the historical momentum, the
revelation is immediately followed by engagement. A full
historical momentum (shift in consciousness) is the sum of
revelation and engagement (creation proper is not one of the
components, because it preceded the revelation).

In order to become historical, creation has to attract
engagement. This is the rule according to which creations can be
classified:
‐
‐
‐

historical creations – carry imposed stylistic imprints / have
the capacity to emit new social signals / attract engagement
non‐historical (art‐for‐art) creations – carry imposed stylistic
imprints / do not emit new social signals / do not attract
engagement
genial creations – do not carry stylistic imprints / emit social
signals / attract engagement

If history is defined as the chronological and spatial variation of
prejudice, it means that the creators of commonly accepted
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prejudices should be considered historical personalities.
Euclides, Descartes, Newton, Darwin, Einstein, to name only a
few. They are the creators of mentalities that characterize an era.
Thus, a classification of historical sciences also becomes
necessary: a theoretical history, having as its object the evolution
of creations in time and space; as opposed to an applied history,
i.e. the study of how these creations and the ideologies they carry
are chosen and applied by the masses, also in time and space – a
chronology of creation, as opposed to a chronology of
engagement.
This is how evolution, on the horizontal axis of the cultural field
works. Censorship and repression of the unconscious creativity,
which does not conform to the collectively sanctioned norms,
defined by style and prejudice.*
What we have failed to notice during our historical evolution is
that we were tamed in the process. Thousands of years ago, the
domestication of animals impressed us to such an extent, that
later in history, when the first centralized political entities were
formed, faced with the problems caused by the unprecedented
demographical explosion, solutions were borrowed from animal
husbandry. The end result is the psychological process described
above. The wild “Self” is censored by the tame “I”. The “I‐Ideal”
becomes the collective identity of the herd and domestication
leads to the individual’s integration.
Some of these norms are quickly but smoothly replaced, thanks
to the regulatory function of style. Others, like the Cartesian
approach, linger for centuries. The belief that technological
superiority is the omnipotent solution for all our problems, that
technology will supply all the pleasures the “Self” was denied for
so long, is so deeply engrained and it became so much an
inseparable part of the “I‐Ideal” that technology became an
unquestioned means in itself, a way to produce even more
technology.
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The most evident aspect of specialization is the impoverished
caste of “specialists”. Their horizon was narrowed to the extreme
by years of training to react only to challenges related to their
field, ignoring all other aspects of life for which there are other
specialists. When they have to face the most banal problem that
is not related to their training and no other specialist is at hand,
they are lost. Today, society being run in a centralized way, this
kind of extreme specialization is working. A collapse of the
system as we know it would also be the end of these so‐called
“professional idiots”. This process started with the division of
labour and has reached its peak in our days. It runs parallel to
the division of myth – the next chapter will describe this concept.
Today we are carpenters, bureaucrats, experts and accountants –
once we were simply people. Natural people still surprise us with
their dexterity in every possible field, from procuring and
preparing food to building shelters, reciting poems and making
tools, to name a few. Even when faced with the technological
world, they adapt surprisingly well. On the other hand, civilized
man has lost the ability to survive in the wilderness without
technological support. Providing this is a very lucrative business:
hi‐tech outdoor equipment and paramilitary style survival
courses are offered for exorbitant prices.
Economics and sociology became practically inseparable, and
the same qualities are applied to and expected from machines
and people. Consumerism is perceived as freedom, with the
morals standing in its way being rapidly demolished and
“emancipating” us. It is sometimes confused with democracy.
The freedom to consume is the new ideology, zealously spread
by the missionaries of globalism with the help of the army when
necessary.
Education currently specializes youth starting at a very early
age. Whereas once it was conceived as the means to broaden
one’s horizon, today it only serves to narrow it. It also conveys
us the image that the world is a marketplace where our time and
skills are only a merchandise to be bartered for food, shelter,
water and technological gadgets. If the sold labour would be
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invested in building our own shelter, or procuring our own non‐
processed food, we would be labelled anarchistic or antisocial.
All these are well known facts, there is enough literature
denouncing them. The question is how did we get so far and how
do we deal with these side effects of progress? It all boils down
to demography, the problem of our numbers. It was uncontrolled
demographic explosion that multiplied us to plague proportions
and led us into this fix; it is also because of our numbers that we
cannot get out of it.
In hunter‐gatherer societies, women cannot breed as long as
they are nursing an infant, four years approximately. When
resources are scarce, a happy community is more important than
a populous one. Nomadic lifestyle is another factor that does not
encourage population growth. Infant mortality is also high – life
is a challenge, it is natural life, not one sheltered and pampered
by technology. With delayed‐return hunters and gatherers,
things began to change. At times there is surplus, which
encourages population growth.
With agriculture, things get out of control. Though at the
beginning there was a big decline in population due to the poor
diet and to other health‐related problems, after the initial shock,
a massive population growth took place, not only to compensate
for the “first victims of agriculture”, or because of the surplus,
but rather because of the hands needed for the labour to create
that surplus. There was always more and more to be produced,
not only to survive or create reserves for the lean years or
against the caprices of weather, but mostly to cope with the
heavy taxes imposed by the newly emerged ruling classes. When
taxes alone did not satisfy their greed, the bloody wars organized
by them needed manpower – the men busy warring had to be
replaced with men working the fields, the birth rate increasing in
proportion with the demand. What was described by Mumford
as “the Megamachine” was also hungry for manpower, all the
megalomaniac building fever of the antiquity was made possible
by the huge number of people it employed. Armies were based
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on numbers too. Expansionism was in need for settlers and
legions – from the very start of history, demographic growth was
serving interests. The problem of controlling numbers and
avoiding the potential of revolts was solved with the help of
experience coming from animal husbandry.
The horrible conditions of the Middle Ages led to a drastic
decline in population, but by then man was already tame and
sought safety in numbers, thus compensating however possible
for losses. The Age of Discoveries depopulated entire continents,
not only by the power of the Bible and the Sword, but largely
through imported diseases. The slave trade meant a
demographical chaos for Africa.
The Industrial Revolution led to an increase in population,
which has been steadily climbing ever since, in spite of the
bloody wars that occurred every now and then. Following the
Second World War, population growth became explosive at a
time when resources were depleted and greediness was
increasing. Globalization introduced a uniform, man‐made and
managed environment with cultural diversity becoming a thing
of the past. When diversity disappears, hope goes with it. . The
“global herd” is shepherded with almost identical methods
worldwide, hopes and dreams became globalized too. There are
hardly enough resources to feed the mass of humanity.
Autonomy is unreachable and there is no possible way to keep all
the billions alive by non‐centralized means. Even small‐group
autonomy became utopian, there are very few unpopulated areas
left, most of them unsuitable for human activities, centralized
governments having the technological means to reach the most
remote places and to annihilate, civilize or integrate any different
form of human life. However, there is still hope, even if not for all
of us. At the end of the book, possible solutions and strategies
will be offered.
This was a chapter on historical evolution, dealing with life‐
denying elements and analysing the process leading to
specialization, in the guise of autonomy. We will see the
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implications of our specific way of specialization regarding
knowledge: the next chapter attempts to compare “modern” and
“primitive” cognitive processes and their different approaches in
the aspiration to understand, respectively reflect reality.

Note
_______________

*

Prejudice and Style are also terms used by Blaga (1943), though implying
different meanings than the ones ascribed them here. In the other two books,
which together with Anthropological Aspects form the trilogy analysing the
evolution and history of man, prejudice and style are temporally (dialectics) and
spatially (fields) active. We cannot add anything new to his description but
recommend it for a better understanding of the processes described here. The
theory of knowledge detailed in the next chapter owes as well a lot to Blaga,
starting with the graphical illustration, which is an adaptation of his proposal,
suited to the needs of the present work.
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Chapter 12.
______________________________________________________________
Terms borrowed from psychoanalysis were used to describe
the process of man’s domestication and the functioning of our
chosen evolutionary pattern in the cultural field, namely,
specialization. The terminology used is a creation of the first half
of the 20th century, with stylistic imprints still echoing the
mentality offered by the Industrial Revolution for engagement.
After the two big blood baths of the same century, there was a
shift in mentality. It was realized that an industrial way of life
also implies industrial death. Our present tendencies to
globalization are just as dangerous, as they express our
preoccupation with the elimination of diversity, both biological
and cultural. We know how important diversity is to evolution.
But biodiversity is still reduced and landscapes are transformed
into industrial wastelands and cultures homogenized. This way,
the censorship of the “I” tries to eliminate all the autonomous
tendencies of the “Self” by demanding the conformation to a
system of values that became homogenized, worldwide. Hence,
creations become homogenized too with historical evolution
losing its cultural dimension and being reduced to a purely
technological one. The latter is dominated by the capacities that
evolved following the increase in the brain’s left hemisphere – on
one hand we are homogenizing the environment, on the other
hand, because we still need diversity, we divide it into smaller
and smaller components, in order to name, measure and classify
hoping for a better understanding of the whole.
Division of matter by physics is the result of the same process
that led to the division of spirit in psychology, the division of
labour in economy and the division of myth in culture. All these
will be described at a later stage. What we still have to mention
at this point, is the danger implied in these divisions. For
example, the “Self” and the “I”, psychological divisions used in
the previous chapter and which still will be used in the present
one, are maybe just as much a construction of our minds,
separated and measured by it with tendencies ascribed to them,
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which are possibly just as fictive as the ones ascribed to
minuscule particles by physics, which practically do not exist as
separate entities, only as parts of a whole, which we still fail to
grasp, in spite of our sophisticated instruments.
Anyway, the psychological terms mentioned will have to be
taken seriously, because they reflect and govern the functioning
of a social dimension maybe just as fictive, but nonetheless
influencing and limiting our potentials. In other words, our
patterns of behaviour make these elements real. But because
they are mechanistic terms, invented to describe a mechanistic
society and are mechanistically applied in the functioning of this
society, one can’t use them as tools in understanding societies
that do not apply to these rules.
We have already hinted that the process of knowledge is a
direct result of the widening or narrowing of the horizon by the
biological or cultural evolutions. Chapter 10. described the
narrowing of the horizon that historical evolution implies. To
explain this, we will have to go on using terminology describing
the process, because of the role it plays in the limitation of
knowledge. But when it comes to different types of cultural
evolution, the use of the same terminology would not be proper.
So let us first describe the possibilities of knowledge and the
mechanism of the cognitive process on the horizontal, historical
line of cultural evolution, to compare them afterwards with the
cognitive patterns and possibilities offered by the vertical line of
cultural evolution. As it goes for our type of evolution, we have
introduced two existential stages defining the modern individual,
according to his behaviour in coping with the mechanisms of
censorship, creation, engagement, etc.
1. The esthetical stage, where creation precedes engagement
2. The ethical stage, where opposite, engagement precedes creation

Individuals belonging to the ethical stage see and explain to
themselves (Absolute) Reality through the deforming prism of
chosen prejudices. The ones belonging to the esthetical stage see
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and explain to themselves and others (Absolute) Reality through
the prism of their own creation carrying stylistic imprints, which
as we have seen, are imposed.

Fig. 7

To combine the conclusions of the previous chapter with what
was said up to this point, we can propose the following
correlations to express historical behaviour:

‐
‐
‐

when the “I” dominates the “Self” by imposing its censorship
without any opposition: the ethical stage
when the “Self” is at the same level with the “I” and censorship
is leading to a creative conflict: the esthetical stage
when the “Self” dominates the “I” and does not bow to any kind
of censorship – unacceptable from a historical point of view
because the integration of the individual would be at peril,
thus from a social perspective it could be labelled as “the
psychotic stage”

The ethical and esthetical, just like engagement and creation are
functionally related. All the six categories described so far
(prejudice, style, engagement, creation, ethical, esthetical) are
historical categories, describing only evolution along the
horizontal axis of the cultural field, not to be applied to evolution
on the vertical axis. Nonetheless, to emphasize the differences
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and gain a better understanding from comparison, we will relate
to the graphic explanation as a frame of reference.
For this, we will have to translate the historical terminology
from above to what would fit the alternate, vertical form of
evolution. The psyche cannot be described as the battleground of
the “Self” and the “I”, though censorship that guarantees survival,
even in a natural environment must be present to some extent.
There are social norms to be observed too, those of a small
group, our original state, not of mass‐society, a state that
characterizes domesticates, not humans. The “I‐Ideal”, which
regulates behaviour by engaging the individual into activities
serving his survival, cannot be absent either. At least, tendencies
approximating these terms, regulating individual and social
behaviour, which given the small size of these groups, are not
conflicting. They are mechanisms of survival dealing with real
challenges, not a conformation to artificial, exclusively historical
ones. There must be a more balanced relationship between
these psychological categories. Thus the style – prejudice
horizon of the historical existence, characterized by opaqueness
resulting from the accumulation of cultural forms in time, must
be more transparent, not only because it is less complex, but
because it is made mostly by natural elements, not exclusively
cultural ones. (Absolute) Reality too, thanks to the transparency
of the mythical horizon (the term seems more fitting than style
or prejudice, which are historical categories) is also less
distorted, and made more approachable by knowledge.
Let us not forget that the purpose of evolution is to reach a
stage at which a cognitive apparatus capable to reflect Reality is
developed (Chapter 5., Appendix). Given the more balanced and
less complicated structure of the terms described above, the
individual has a more accurate perception of Reality, (no
Absolute prefix here, there are not an infinite number of Realities
to be dealt with, only one which is already Absolute) the mythical
horizon being more transparent. That also means less layered,
because it has an intrinsic unity.
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Philosophy, poetry, music, dance and plastic arts are not sharply
separated: their togetherness is the Myth. Epic tales of creation
or Dreamtime, trance‐inducing music leading to the dance that
recapitulates Creation, rock paintings and petroglyphs telling the
same stories, are all one, the Myth. The division of myth into
science, metaphysics, literature, poetry, music, painting, etc.,
each of these disciplines with their different interpretations of
Reality thickening even further the mythical horizon, that can be
in this case called style – prejudice horizon. In the end, all these
specialized branches get rid of their initial function, becoming
subservient to history, i.e. stylistically influenced. Further
divisions lead to schools of thought, of painting, etc., musical and
literary styles, sciences studying isolated manifestations of
nature. Historically successful creations (the ones that at given
times in the past attracted engagement) find their way in the
educational curriculum, thus become history.
What allowed this extreme fragmentation of Myth? What gave it
unity, what was lost on the historical path? Thanks to the
Cartesian rationalism that still dominates Western thought and
to globalism that introduced Western values to every corner of
the world, “irrational” qualities of the myth were demolished and
discredited, the superiority of fragmented, “rational” myth
proven, as leading to technological development, the latter seen
as progress. To describe and quantify a particle’s limited
properties in an isolated, artificial environment became more
important than the understanding of the whole, where the same
particle is realizing its true potential, in a way that cannot be
observed under laboratory conditions. Today, thanks to the work
of Fritjof Capra and others, a different approach is taken in
(meta)physics. While still controversial, at least we are striving
to accommodate knowledge, reached through non‐Cartesian
methods thousands of years ago that we only started to
formulate. Another aspect of the myth, or rather the common
denominator of all its manifestations, is Trance, a level of
consciousness transcending (as the name implies) immediate
reality and approaching Absolute one. Myth in its original form,
as a cultural (not historical) compensation, still possesses the
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unity described above. It is not a static, fossilized cultural
element of the past ‐ it is relived in ceremony, each ceremony
giving it birth again. It is trance inducing; trance in its turn,
demolishes the flimsy mythical horizon, so that the ceremony
can build it again ‐ a never‐ending, always actual process. This
wholeness or unity of myth, leading not only to a more accurate
knowledge of Reality as a whole, but also to an understanding of
our role in it, means cultural autonomy. The Australian Aborigine
belief that the world reached perfection in the Dreamtime and
man’s role is to keep it as it is, by ritually reliving Creation, was
already mentioned. It gives us an idea about our role, our niche
in Nature. Western man never reached this understanding of his
role, his frustration led him to believe that his duty was to
improve, tame and master Nature. He had power, no doubt about
it. Ideological power came first: the domestication of plants and
animals meant a huge change in our attitudes justified by holy
scriptures compiled by societies living exactly in the areas where
domestication took place. These were spread by word and
sword, imposing the philosophy of patriarchal pastoral and
agricultural societies in all four corners of the world. The Lord is
my shepherd… how can we ever thank Abraham and his bunch of
Bedouin? Technological power follows, to apply, by force if
necessary, the ideological one… history becomes, as Perlman put
it, “his‐story” of domination.
No doubt, a nice book, a good piece of poetry or a beautiful
painting ‐ creations of individuals living in the esthetical stage,
are important things, more useful than technological gadgets
produced by historical society. Art is the best history can offer,
science as we have seen, only second best. Science is the apex of
descriptive knowledge, as opposed to “primitive”, reflective
knowledge. Art is closer to the reflective, which is gained by
trance. Music fascinates people. Maybe because it is the most
primal art,1 the only one that combined with dance allows us
to approach what was described as trance. Modern physics,
resembling in its speculative ways metaphysics with its incipient
understanding of wholeness, may help a lot in our change of
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attitudes, which must be of Gallilean proportions, if it wants to
make us aware of our place in the Universe.
The last two chapters compared social and cognitive progress
on the two coordinates of the cultural field of evolution, the
limiting effects of the historical, technological and scientific
development were shown for what they are: dangerous,
specializing factors. They give us a false sense of power and
safety to which we are willing to sacrifice the realization of our
human potentials. In contrast, the cultural evolution on the
vertical coordinate, though lacking technological pampering, or
superfluous scientific sophistication, is more realistically
reflecting our humanity.
Notes
_______________
1

Music is not always “primal” – in many cases it is only an engineered product,
utterly subservient to style, a commodity to be bought. There is an ever‐
increasing demand for “World Music”, people starting to realize that it is not
entertainment, but the function of music what they need.
2 The Appendix tries to deal systematically with some of the aspects described in

this chapter – engaging into (meta)physical speculations at this point would only
lead to confusions. Though a sequel to this chapter and also to Chapter 5., it can
also be read as a summary of the entire work. The ideas exposed here will be
placed in a much larger context, of which they are an organic part.
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Chapter 13.
______________________________________________________________
At this point of the book, an ethical conclusion should follow.
Ethics are the application of creation, the expression of its value,
of its potential to attract engagement. Correctness demands that
a creation like this book, which was defined inside a historical
frame of coordinates will come forth with ethical implications
applicable in the same field – especially if it is its wish to offer
solutions. These solutions have to be realistic, in the sense that
they have to be a logical outcome of the system presented and
not empty ranting calling for Revolution… To this end, we will
have to define our place in the system and analyse all the
inherent potentials that may be useful in reaching a goal, which
must also be clearly defined.
In Chapter 3. after comparing the organism with a system
exposed to various inputs, which are the information provided
by the environment, the output of the system, after perceiving,
analysing and activating the information was defined as
behaviour. This was meant for a biological environment, but it
can also be applied to a social one. The mechanism was
described in Chapter 11.: the information, i.e. the entries are the
signals of the social environment, emitted by the “I‐Ideal” in the
form of what we called prejudice and/or style. These are
historical categories, which means that they evolve in time,
dialectically changing their contents. They are not objective
realities but human creations, having the potential, through the
signals emitted to the “I” to trigger the latter’s engagement by
recognizing the signals as fit to serve survival. Engagement is
expressed by conformist behaviour and the non‐conformist
tendencies of the “Self” are repressed. So it is creations that
trigger behaviour – the latter, being an ethical category,
expresses the value of the creation. Creations that do not attract
engagement and thus do not influence behaviour are only for
their own sake: no ethical value can be attached to them. What
we define here as value, is a historical category too, being only
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the price tag of a creation and determining if it is socially
marketable or not. Quality is not involved, only efficiency.
Creation in a nutshell, introduces to the market commodities
that can be purchased. If they are good, they can be sold at a high
price and can define trends. There will be demand and they will
influence fashion. To elevate this back to the historical level,
creations are concepts offered by manufacturers of the esthetical
stadium for the consumers of the ethical one. If they are
successful, they can become the spirit of an era; the fashion set,
or the style, influences successive creations, thus leading to new
prejudices, which are stylistically still influenced by the previous.
There will always be demand for new creations, which will
introduce new fashions, new ideologies, which in their turn
define new historical stages. This is how history works.
What is important here: creation, by attracting engagement,
influences behaviour, which can be dangerous:
‐
‐

‐

When the stylistic imprints are strong, the creation reflects the
spirit of the era and propagates accepted ideologies, applauded
by the Establishment as a conformist creation.
When the stylistic imprints are weak, the creation will attract
an engagement that asks for radical changes in behaviour, the
partial upset of prevalent ideologies, setting the stage for new
ones. The Establishment will not accept it at once and will label
it as controversial. Though political correctness and
demonstrative open mindedness may lead to an eventual
toleration.
When stylistic imprints are demolished, the creation may
attract an engagement demanding revolutionary changes in
behaviour, the abolition of existing ideologies and their
replacement, by force if necessary. From the point of view of
the Establishment, however tolerant or open‐minded, these
creations are labelled as revolutionary and anarchistic.

This list is parallel to the one in Chapter 12. where the
relationship between the “Self” and the “I” was analysed. When
the “I” dominates the “Self”, practically only engagement is
possible; if creation occurs, as a hobby, it can be only conformist
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in nature. When the “Self” and the “I” are at the same level, their
inevitable conflict leads to creations that may be either
conformist or controversial, as an expression of the reaction to
the censorship of the “I”. If the style‐prejudice horizon is that of
an authoritarian historical phase, the mere act of creativity is
already controversial. In the case of societies, which like to see
themselves tolerant, as a politically correct attitude, the
censorship of the “I” will be more relaxed. It will take more for a
creation to be controversial, depending on the sincerity of the
tolerance. The third case was not even considered ‐ a possibility
in which the “Self” would dominate the “I” could be seen as
pathological, not serving survival, dangerous not only to the
individual but to society as well. “In a nation of sheep, one brave
man forms a majority” as Edward Abbey put it. Creations like the
Unabomber’s Manifesto would be the result, anarchistic and
revolutionary. Even if reflecting social reality, these creations are
very easily dismissed by collective pathology. By proposing and
practicing violence, all the constructive elements of such
creations are doomed from the very start. So if violence is
dismissed, what other revolutionary ways are open? We will try
to answer this in the next, final chapter. But first we still must
elaborate on a few aspects raised by the above paragraphs.
So far we have discussed and applied psychological terminology
currently in use. As noticed, the possibility of the “Self”
dominating the “I” is considered pathological in a historical
context. If accepted as normal, such a condition should introduce
another term, still missing from the list: the “Self‐Ideal”. It could
be described as the sum of collective unconscious potentials, the
antonym of the “I‐Ideal”. It would strengthen the “Self” to such an
extent that the “I” could not function, thus the mechanism of
history, kept running by engagement to censored creation, would
come to a halt. In Chapter 11. we have already insisted that the
psychological terminology used in this work applies only to
historical societies and should not be applied to human groups
following the vertical axis of evolution in the cultural field. In
their case, there is a balance between the “I” and the “Self”, not a
struggle. Cases of the “Self” being dominant are not considered
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pathological, witch‐doctors and shamans usually display such a
potential, this state being instrumental in what we have
described as trance. The “Self‐Ideal” is not a “forbidden” category
either – it is a category absent only in a historical society,
together with the reflective aspect of knowledge, facilitated by it.
The differences between the reflective and descriptive aspects of
knowledge will be analysed in depth, in the Appendix.
It is exactly in the absence of the “Self‐Ideal” what the taming of
man accomplished. The “Self” was weakened to such an extent
that it became subservient to the “I”. The style‐prejudice horizon
sheltering the historical process became a reality, dense and
opaque, thus impenetrable. The reflective aspect of knowledge
became utterly subordinated to the descriptive one, the latter
strongly influenced and limited by the style‐prejudice horizon,
which it cannot transcend. The components of this horizon were
already mentioned. Moral, philosophical, artistic and other
creations are setting, with the help of engagement, the stage for
the Zeitgeist. With style, an unavoidable influence on these
creations, they remain “loyal”. This loyalty is enforced by
another, still not mentioned, but maybe the most important
component of the Style‐Prejudice horizon: Law. The penal code is
also a creation expressing the spirit of an era. What makes it
different from other creations is that it does not court
engagement, but imposes itself on it, by force if necessary.
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Chapter 14.
______________________________________________________________
Social anarchism, though an understandable reaction to the
problems created by history, simply does not have the potential
to bring any kind of improvement. Replacing the ideology that
led to our problems with an alternate one, however attractive or
correct on paper, just would not work because of our numbers.
The demographical factor, described in another chapter, is our
most acute and limiting problem. Whatever solution is offered, it
would have to be applied to the mass of humanity which let us
not forget, is made by individuals with some of them maybe not
so enthusiastic about the proposal. Thus, applying all‐
encompassing solutions would automatically mean enforcing
them. The purpose is to improve our lot, not to create a
dictatorship. But even if some genial theory would gain approval
by all the individuals, at later stages, problems on the
organizational level will inevitably appear. This in its turn will
lead to the development of power structures that will have to be
centralized, given the number of people. This will force us back
to the starting point, or even worse, to a society organized just
like the present one, with an ideological extension, agreed upon
by the generation that made the “revolution”, but resented by a
large segment of the second generation, who did not have first
hand contact with the causes that led to the social change.
Dissent would lead to oppression. So let us better stick to what
we have and know… No theory, however brilliant or correct,
should be imposed on others as ideology.
Small group anarchism may be the viable alternate option to
big‐scale, syndicalist theories and movements: a small society in
which every possible aspect has a human dimension, from food‐
producing to decision‐making. Less dependence on technology
means a limited depletion of resources, ecological building and
the use of natural energy, small‐scale horticulture instead of
extensive agriculture, barter with other similarly minded groups
instead of market economy, the production only of goods that are
needed – all these considerations could make this alternative a
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very attractive one. It has nonetheless a few shortcomings. First,
it is based on an ideology, which should have been adopted
thousands of years ago, today being too late, because of
demographical problems, again. There is no way to divide the
whole population into such small communities, nor is there
enough physical space and not enough resources. Getting access
to all the resources would imply a violent clash with their
owners. To be able to produce the basic minimum would take
generations. It would involve hardship and the pampering
attractions of the technological world would be always there,
corrupting the ideology of the generation following that of the
grounders. Because it is impossible to spatially distribute the
population to such communes, they can evolve only in parallel to
actual structures. By giving an example of autonomy, they will
not be tolerated either. This does not mean they will be whipped
out by force, there are other, more refined ways: overtaxing,
development plans, etc. Such small “back to the earth”
communities already exist and hopefully will manage to survive ‐
they are one of the best possible answers available at the
moment. And they may be a hope for the future, though
horticulture, even if praised by some, has all the potentials
agriculture proved to have. It may seem innocent when
compared to agriculture on an industrial level, but let us not
forget that it is exactly what made the latter possible. So let us
reduce further, as big‐scale social‐industrial or small‐scale
horticultural forms of anarchy do not seem to solve our
problems.
Anarcho‐primitivism is another way to deal with the problems
of cultural over‐specialization. Coming Home to the Pleistocene,
the title of Paul Shepard’s book is advocated by many as an
ideology, under the spell of the conclusions reached by
anthropological studies, some of which were also mentioned by
this book. Beside the demographical problem again, which does
not leave enough place to roam freely, resources needed for
survival are not in the abundance they used to be 11,000 years
ago and we number billions, as compared to the few million
people who inhabited the Earth at that time. The little that is left
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of the resources, is protected by law: hunting, fishing and
gathering would be illegal, an excuse that would be eagerly
brought up to justify the annihilation of such examples of
autonomy, by the industrial society. There are other obstacles,
too. Whether we like it or not, we have become so dependent on
technology, that some of us could not survive for two days in the
wilderness without technological support. Healthcare, dental
care, ignorance of medicinal plants and bush‐craft, are the things
that would limit us – it does not matter that certain health
related problems resulted from our present way of life and that
they would disappear in a few generations – they would still
have to be faced and coped with. It would also take generations
to regain the natural knowledge of hunters and gatherers, so
necessary if we want to call wilderness our home. We will also
have to re‐learn all the skills necessary to survival, because there
will be no specialists for every possible challenge, the condition
we yearn for being one that preceded the division of labour.
Perhaps, enough ideological motivation could help in our
determination to face, accept and overcome all the hardships
involved, including harassment by the authorities, but again, the
second generation, exposed only to hardships, will be attracted
to the comforts of modern society, always at arm’s reach, no
place being remote enough today.
Anyway, in its urge to renounce unnecessary technology and
reach cultural autonomy, which as we have seen, is characteristic
to vertical cultural evolution, anarcho‐primitivism becomes a
very logical option. But we cannot simply adopt it overnight
because of the limitations imposed by the horizontal axis of the
cultural evolution, which we have followed for millennia. It is
impossible to jump from a specialized condition to an
autonomous one, not only because of the differences, cultural
and anatomical, that were imposed on us by this process of
specialization, but the demographical and environmental
problems we have created make this existential passage utopian
– as far as groups are involved. Even if by wonder the jump could
be accomplished, it would not be encouraged: the same
intolerance that exterminated the Bushman would have to be
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faced. The mentality that let this happen is still dominant in our
historical culture. Today there are no “savages” to get rid of, the
few remaining are poisoned enough by our values, to be
considered as good as dead. If (theoretically only) new
autonomous forager groups would appear, they would be
crushed without mercy ‐ maybe with more refined, perverted
and sophisticated methods, in any case, they would not be
tolerated.
We cannot reduce further on the social level, except by adopting
Zerzan’s advice to get rid of time, symbol language and number,
of any expression of symbolic thought1 – well, we cannot cut out
Broca’s area and we do not want to get back to pre‐human stages
either.
We want to go forwards, living like humans should. It would be
life‐denying to dream of something else. On a social scale we are
left to consider the option of the anarcho‐primitivist solution, let
us not knock it meanwhile, even that we have made it clear that
we should look for our redemption in the future.
We have tried to narrow our possibilities and options, from
mass‐society to small communities, to bands – without much
success. All we are left with are individual approaches, so let us
consider them. First, we have to define our goals ‐ it is not change
for the sake of change that we want. Second, a path leading to
these goals has to be plotted, one that we can thread, in spite of
the limitations imposed on us. The path has to lead forwards in
time, leaving behind mistakes of the past, which will serve as
comparisons, so that they will not be committed again. Third,
figure it out, at which specific moment should the accumulated
experience be applied. And fourth, we will have to use all the
means at our disposal, including historical and technological
ones, to share the experiences accumulated on the journey. What
we want to achieve is a level of autonomy in a balanced, natural
condition, which can realize the human potential, expressed by
the vertical axis of cultural evolution. Here are a few necessary
steps that should be taken:
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the reduction of our dependence on technology / the awareness of our
place and role in nature / the understanding of the natural ways that
facilitate comfortable survival, without technological support / the
study of technologically less dependent, hence, culturally more
autonomous groups / the acquirement of general, non‐specialized skills
that will reduce dependence and increase autonomy / the
discrimination between realities necessary to survival and artificially
imposed values / the preparedness to apply all these, in situations
where there is no outside help / the translation of all the skills learned
into a second nature, to perform them fluently, without much effort.

In other words, the eightfold path to become a bushman – not a
San hunter‐gatherer, but an individual who can call nature his
home, by renouncing technological paraphernalia that is above
the immediate needs of making one feel comfortably at home in
nature. By going out for long periods to the bush, one inevitably
observes primal life and the non‐human system of values
governing it; adapting to these, not imposing oneself and
becoming aware of one’s place and possibilities. Readily
available, not man‐made resources can be improvised to deal
with immediate tasks. Living for extended periods with natural
people, observing and learning their ways, identifying
temporarily with their cultural representations and
understanding their culture’s interrelatedness with the
environment.
Skills should be learned from these people: this will guarantee
comfortable survival based on the best possible experience
accumulated in time, giving the individual the possibility to deal
with all the aspects of natural life. Discarding unnecessary,
naturally available accessories will lead to freedom of movement
and to self‐confidence. Artificial values, of no importance in the
bush, will be recognized for what they are. The moment when
one can manage alone, in possession of the necessary bush‐craft
needed to deal in a fluent way with every aspect of life, is when
one will be freed from immediate needs of survival. One will
become available to the environment, able to observe its intrinsic
mechanisms and to reflect them in his/her consciousness as a
form of incipient myth.
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The eightfold path leading to liberation is also known from the
Buddha’s teachings. Not surprisingly, its goals are very similar to
the ones enumerated above. Initially, Gautama’s world was a
culturally narrow one, the social status he was born into, limiting
his knowledge of what was outside it. He was sheltered from the
outside world by all kinds of pampering conveniences. This
describes exactly our condition as historical existences, born into
a specialized cultural environment, living our lives in a sheltered,
apparently comfortable but nonetheless narrow world, defined
by our technology, which is our wealth. Being accidentally
exposed to the realities of the world outside his sheltered
surroundings, seeing possessions and dependence on them as
the source of suffering, Gautama decided to follow the golden
path by giving up his possessions, his social and economical
standing, not by becoming ascetic and discarding everything, but
renouncing only what he really did not need, what could have
caused dependence, thus suffering. In our case, this means that
we are slowly becoming aware of the consequences of the
technological‐industrial way of life, not only on ourselves but on
our environment too; we start asking questions and discover,
that the source of suffering is our dependence on technology.
Without it, we would be utterly helpless. The frustration is
compensated with even more technology we can specialize to. To
escape this vicious circle, the addiction must be defeated, by
recognizing and renouncing unnecessary specializations and by
gaining an accurate understanding of our condition and of our
potential. Violent eradication of the causes of suffering is not the
answer, just like ascetic life, radically getting rid of all
possessions was not in the Buddha’s case. Instead, a moderate,
golden path has to be found which will gradually lead us away
from cultural specialization. What is the goal of the Bushman is
that of the Buddha as well: reaching a level of non‐dependence,
i.e. autonomy, which enables the mind to become clear enough to
reflect Reality. The horizon stretching between us, and Reality is
opaque, not only because of industrial, but also because of
cultural pollution ‐ it must be made more transparent. As
described in Chapter 5., this is precisely the finality of evolution –
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to reach a stage of autonomous, conscious form, able to reflect
Reality.
Bushman or Buddha – two possibilities an individual should
consider in order to escape cultural over‐specialization. So far,
these are decisive but only preparatory stages. As we have
insisted, the path must lead forwards. We are not interested in
going back in time. The transition to history was done by
hunters and gatherers; most likely involuntarily, by being in the
way of expansionist agriculture. There must have been some
preparedness as well, as we know from the case of the delayed‐
return hunter‐gatherers. We have warned a few times against
the dangers of idealizing too much this state. What we always
tend to forget is that the San were not aware of their condition
and they did not have anything to compare it to. How could they
possibly have had conscious knowledge of their culture evolving
on a vertical axis, as compared to the horizontal one of their
black and white exterminators? All they knew was the
technological superiority these people possessed and the power
it conferred them. Being put in an unfamiliar confrontational
situation, they wanted power too.
On the other hand, we do not want to propose religious
solutions either, even though Buddhism is an atheistic religion.
What is of importance in the examples given above is the balance
that cultural evolution can reach with nature, when following the
vertical axis and its tendencies, to ever increasing levels of
autonomy. The lessons of Buddha‐ism (not of Buddhism, which
is an institutionalized religion), when it comes to recognizing the
dangers of over‐specialization, on the horizontal axis of cultural
evolution. Some of us have the individual choice of becoming
“men of the bush” to start on the way leading to autonomy,
Gautama’s way being more suited to others. Any other way
provided it has the same purpose and depending on what suits
the individual best, will be of equal importance. Preparatory
ways we say, because we cannot simply jump from one
evolutional coordinate to the other.
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Now there is bad news and good news. The bad news is that
technological society, as we know it, is at its apex. Even though
not all of the technological potential has been realized, the social
and environmental crisis it created makes it unsustainable. From
the peak, there is usually a very fast descent known as the fall.
Global warming and the catastrophic scenario it implies,
pandemics, unconventional and 3rd World terrorism that will
come as a result of present injustices, wars for resources and a
poisoned environment will eventually take their toll. Given the
numbers and densities of population, something approximating
mass‐extinction may occur.
And now to the Good News.2 This will reduce population
stresses on the environment, giving it a chance to recover. Hence,
the lack of physical space, limiting today the realization of
autonomous small‐scale communities will not be an obstacle
anymore, a depopulated Earth will be big enough to
accommodate all the survivors. Some “back to the Pleistocene”
hunter‐gatherer societies, simple horticultural settlements and
other various types of small groups, with no extreme division of
labour, where everything would be kept within human touch,
understanding and influence, without rulers or people to be
ruled, living in balance with a natural, not an engineered world.
This is not going back in time: having the experience of what the
over‐specialized industrial way of life means, the warning will
always be there, further development consciously avoiding the
traps of a horizontal way of cultural specialization. Of course,
there will be a large number of people recalling the comforts of
the technological society, the meat pots of Egypt. The nostalgia
will be even more pronounced if people are not prepared, if they
did not individually reach a high level of autonomy that could
make the transition smooth. If the change will bring only
hardships, there will be an ever‐stronger demand for the old
technological ways, which may even become the goal. But if at
the moment of the transition, a preparedness that can quickly
and smoothly establish functioning small‐scale autonomous
groups will be present, the human, life‐affirming character of
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such societies will make them more attractive, even to the
sceptics.
It is exactly at this moment when our individual quest in
following the way of the Bushman or the Buddha will gain a
social dimension – it will be our experience and autonomy, our
feeling at home in nature and our skills that will make the
transition a success. In order to guarantee the success, the
number of such individuals should be as high as possible.
This means that the experience leading to preparedness must
be made available. It not elitism that we propose, these groups
will not need leaders. It is inevitable that the survivors of
whatever the near future has in store for us will try to form small
communities, to create some resemblance of order.
The majority will be normal people, with roots in either a
sheltered Western technological society or in an impoverished
3rd World society, with technological values. Given the size of the
groups these people will form, they will have a more human
character than mass‐society. But they will have to face survival
situations and inexperience will make their lives, at least in the
initial stages, a living hell. Groups formed by survivors from 3rd
World countries will have it easier due to increased flexibility
and less specialization: they will be able to cope better with the
new reality than Western man will.
The memory of modern society will be there in any case: the
goal may be either to re‐create the “lost civilization”, in the case
of Western groups, or to finally realize it, in the case of 3rd World
communities. This may happen even if some degree of success is
reached. We have already mentioned that life‐affirming hunter
and gatherer societies are not consciously following a specific
line of cultural evolution, they are not aware of living in “the
original affluent society”, as Sahlins defines it. When they come
in contact with historical groups, black, white or yellow, they are
fascinated by the technology that confers these latter groups
power. Tools used in economies not practiced by hunters and
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gatherers, like agriculture and organized warfare, are found
fascinating. Though not necessary, iron slowly replaces wood,
bone and flint – traditional ways of tool making are forgotten,
dependence on the outside world is developed. The
extermination of these people was not always done by bloody
means ‐ it was and still is, mostly a cultural extermination. The
small communes of the future, to compensate for their initial
hardships will inevitably develop a fascination with technology.
The same hardships will overshadow any ideology, even if there
will be some consciousness of the human versus technological
dimension of their lives. People aware of the dangers of
specialization and who have followed the Bushman’s or the
Buddha’s path to reach that autonomy level may prove very
useful to these communes. Not only in making the transition
smoother, but also in giving small groups consciousness of their
superiority vs. mass‐society. Life will have to be perceived as
better than before: it is not to become a mere struggle for
survival, a cultural dimension must be added to it, so that it may
become aware of itself. It is guides, not leaders that mankind will
need and the more of them, the better. Another possibility
would be the grouping together of people able to cope with the
demands of post‐technological reality. They would form small
nuclei of autonomy, offering a more desirable model than the old
structures.
To make the experience available, the means offered by the
understanding of the mechanism of history may prove crucial.
The ethical aspects of creation mentioned at the beginning of the
last chapter, will make this implication clear. It was postulated
that ethics are the application of creation, the expression of its
value, of its potential to attract engagement. At another point in
the chapter it was said, that we will have to use all the means at
our disposal, including history and technology to share the
experiences accumulated on our quest to reach autonomy.
Cultural transmission became extremely powerful in the last
decade, thanks to the Internet. Forums and online communities
are an excellent media to exchange ideas and spread ideology.
The value of a creation or of an experience can be easily tested
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and its potential to attract engagement can be amplified.
Behaviour can be influenced without all the limiting and
censoring apparatus, psychological or institutional. Controversial
and even revolutionary literature can be spread, bypassing the
Establishment’s approval. If quality is added, and the subject is of
real importance, even a historical momentum may be triggered.
To spread the level of preparedness for the day after the
Megamachine dies, quality is essential. We are not talking about
kicks or adventure, but the future of mankind. Superficiality may
prove disastrous. Beside the Internet, other ways of cultural
transmission must be sought, the best being the published word.
Books are more serious and convincing than blogs, they also
have to be purchased, thus interest and motivation are already
there, at the moment when purchase is considered.
The interplay between the “Self” and the “I” leading to
conformation to the norms set by the “I‐ideal”, is the engine of
history. Subjectively seen, from the point of view of the actor
playing along, the process leads to what the Buddha described as
suffering. By attaining a higher level of autonomy and by
becoming an outside observer one can not only extricate oneself
from this vicious circle, but moreover, influence the outcome. In
certain situations the “Self” can be fortified in the detriment of
the “I”, hence not only engagement, but new creations, will
follow. They may surpass the ones that triggered them, leading
to an even higher level of preparedness. If it is Revolution what
you want, let the “Self” revolt! If it is strong enough, it will lead to
a shift in the historical momentum, or at least prepare one. What
we propose here is responsible “monkeywrenching”: use the
mechanisms of history to subvert “his‐story”!
Notes
_______________
1

Zerzan’s reductionism must be seen as a wish to rely less on these capacities of
the left‐ hemisphere and not to dispose of them, as his critiques imply. As it will
be seen in the Appendix, left‐hemisphere development is an important stage in
our evolution, the problem lies in its exclusive use attracting specialization to a
world created without the balancing contribution of the other potentials we
possess.
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2

Capitals are used, to recall the title of the Edward Abbey novel, set in a similar
scenario. We are trying to offer more hope than Abbey did, by emphasizing the
importance of preparedness in avoiding a slip‐back.
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APPENDIX

______________________________________________________________
Part of the ideas discussed here should be read immediately after
Chapter 5., others could be better understood after reading Chapter
12. There is a footnote at the end of each of these chapters, sending
the reader to the Appendix. It is better if this were not presented in

a fragmented way in order to keep the ideas flowing with one
leading to the next. We are trying to place the statements of
Bushman or Buddha in a much wider, (meta)physical context, of
which the process of evolution, both biological and cultural, is an
integral part.
There is a limited fragment of the wide spectrum of the physical
reality surrounding us, that is perceived by its acting upon our
senses. Our brains, with the help of the information provided by the
senses, gives us an image of a three dimensional, organized world,
where time is separated from space and matter from energy. There
is no other way to force reality into a describable and measurable
system, to postulate physical laws and create order.
As outside observers, we introduce the notion of objectiveness, we
define the “I” as a separate category, only parallel to the observed
phenomena. Western mentality, starting with Descartes, who
consolidated it, projects its own logics and geometry on the
surrounding reality, which becomes explainable by the means of
language, developed exactly to express the classification of the
observable. Newtonian physics and Euclidean geometry are the
perfect expressions of this demolishing process.
Absolute Unity is reduced to its components, perceived as
independent entities by our senses. Thus they can be observed and
described independently from each other. Twentieth century
physics regroups the separate entities and is still seeking for
theories to further unify the larger categories.
Judeo‐Christianity and Cartesian logics also introduced the chasm
between body and soul, classifying them as opposite categories by
attaching to them negative and positive qualities. When qualities are
added to entities, the unification process is unconsciously trying to
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find a common denominator to non‐existent, exclusively intellectual
constructions, which is practically impossible.
This impossibility leads us to complacence and turns us into
prisoners of our intellectual representations. We feel comfortable in
an explainable world, which is made possible and logical by the
absolute rule of time: past present and future make the demolished
world a reality, purpose realized in time is introduced, the world
makes sense, we can control its mechanisms because we understand
them. The world was rationalized. The objective observer
unknowingly becomes a prisoner of his own construction, the
direction of time introducing planning ahead, ambitions,
competition and aggressiveness.
The individual consciousness is more clearly defined in time and
reality is further divided into opposites like spirit/matter,
body/soul, past/future, etc., so that everything can be rationally
described, understood and made useful. The end result is a
mechanistic world that can be put to work in our interest. We are as
detached as possible from this three dimensional machine we have
created, so just as the parts of the machine are describable, reason
(derived from the ability to understand superficial relationships
between independent parts) gives us the right to operate the
machine.
Time plays a crucial role here. Thanks to the capacities of the
brain’s left hemisphere, time becomes one of the elements we can
separate through symbolic thought. Number quantifies it, language
describes it and intellect perceives it. Man is the only being capable
to project himself into past and future, thus gaining consciousness in
the present.
Evolutional dialectics apparently lead to the development of organs
capable of symbolic thought. The abstract separation of the
components of a whole make these reportable to each other and
thus existent as categories in themselves. Apparently, because
separateness cannot last forever, it can be only described, not
reflected. The same evolutional dialectics must eventually develop
means to consciously unify the parts.
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With our limited biological apparatus we can only sense the parts,
not the whole. The latter would not make sense, a biological
organism functions in a physical world, not in a metaphysical one.
Up to a certain evolutional stage, we live in a Newtonian middle size
reality. The mechanistic attitude leads to more sophisticated
instruments, which start measuring undiscovered, intellectually not
perceived elements and relationships. Once measured, they become
reality. Theories and philosophies have to be fabricated, in order to
accommodate these realities, which have to be reported somehow to
the already known ones. So we enter the micro and macro sized
aspects of reality, Newtonian attitudes, unable to arrange logically
these new dimensions are discarded and relativistic concepts are
introduced.
Our biological equipment cannot perceive this reality any more.
This becomes merely an intellectual challenge that can be satisfied
only with mechanical equipment, sophisticated instruments, as an
extension to our organs. Instruments can only measure separate
parts of reality, they do not have reflective qualities.
Primitive mind, as rationalism calls it, did not make the absolute,
only the necessary separation between the elements of reality. The
distinction between spirit and matter is not so sharp. Ration did not
gain the leading role ‐ the hunter is part of the environment, not an
outside observer. Consciousness, a function of time as stated before,
is of course there though time is differently perceived and
consciousness is also different from our idea of it. Time is not
qualitatively ascending from past through present to future, it lacks
quality. It is only functional, introducing the necessary frame of
reference in which events are separated ‐ it serves survival. History
is unknown: there is mythical time and present. Mythical time is the
moment at which Absolute Unity, through the events of
“Dreamtime,” acquired their present, fragmented appearance.
Trance is overcoming appearance; mythical time, i.e. Absolute Unity
is experienced again. Thus separate categories that modern physics
is trying to fit together, as parts of a machine are also there, in
primitive mind. Only the rational theories of the unified fields are
missing. Myth is the theory and trance is the instrument. Trance
does not measure, it reflects. It does not evolve either ‐ it is timeless.
The biological equipment of the hunter‐gatherer goes on
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functioning, as always, supplemented by refined, ingenious tools,
there are no machines in a non‐mechanistic world. Tools used in
every day life serve survival, but they do not have to be so powerful
to reorganize nature and to measure what is hidden to the senses:
trance has that function. For the purposes of evolutional dialectics,
primitive mind is enough. History is superfluous. Myth explains and
Trance reflects. Science describes and instruments measure.
Science is struggle. To explain reality, science has to evolve, the
future has to be better than the present and results have to be
shown. Science is like history. The description of middle sizes is not
enough ‐ the measurement of the micro and macro sizes is the next
step. Developing the technology to produce the necessary
instruments to reduce matter to its smallest building blocks follows
next. And then it is discovered that only dead matter is studied, that
instead of matter’s properties it is our wishes that are revealed: if
we want to see particles there will be particles; if waves are what we
want, there will be waves. And to complicate things, we still do not
have the instruments to measure the spirit, whatever that is. But,
how will it be explained when, with the help of even more
sophisticated technology it will be separated and given free to
quantification? Language, i.e. symbolic thought is a big obstacle, it
cannot describe unified reality and it was not invented to do that.
Left hemisphere specialization, the source of symbol, is very useful
in every day survival tasks. For matters not tangent to survival,
levels of higher consciousness can be reached with the help of
trance, yoga, DMT, etc. Responsible for these functions is another
part of the brain, called the pineal gland. Tradition calls it the third
eye. Recently, Dr. Rick Strassman, analysing the interaction between
the pineal gland and the hallucinogenic chemical known as DMT,
and noticing the high percentage of the same chemical in this
specific part of the brain, compared the results of his research with
the ancient knowledge of the third eye and coined the term “spirit
molecule”.1 The pineal gland secreting the spirit molecule is that
part of the brain that bypasses left hemisphere specialization,
balancing it with right hemisphere potentials, thus perceiving reality
as a whole, not as abstractly separate fragments.2 The rotation of the
sphenoid bone, responsible for our evolutional tendencies (see
Chapter 5.) may facilitate one day the use of cognitive capacities, like
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those exhibited by small children and natural people. It may lead to
the opening of the third eye.
How can this be described with the help of mathematical language?
How can physics, the inheritor of rationalizing mechanistic
worldviews describe discoveries that cannot be classified as
rational? Only by becoming metaphysics.
Surprisingly, the rationalist approach led (meta)physics to a
“turning point”, well described in the work of Fritjof Capra. Its
affinity with Indian philosophy becomes more and more evident.
This philosophy, though a product of history, is the fruit of the Indo‐
European mind organizing the Dravidian myth. Yoga became the
equivalent of Trance, the conscious perception of a superior reality
being their common denominator. Modern physics, by isolating and
describing elements of the same transcendent reality is baffled by
the insight demonstrated by the ancients. But there is no cultural
support to admit this, how could our rational science be compared
with the superstitious nonsense of non‐rational thought? Even
without these Cartesian reserves, how could these old‐new
discoveries be sold to the mass‐society, addicted to the technological
material welfare, itself the fruit of the rationalism that we would ask
to be discarded… Even that we are able to reach high levels of
understanding ‐ by following the hard road ‐ social and economical
realities did not outgrow their mechanistic ways. Our new
understanding in the field of physics has to be applied to other
branches of science: a radical shift is needed in the structure of
society, politics and economics, which at the present only brake our
potentials. We cannot afford to pick the fruit of our knowledge.
The historical shift cannot be triggered by revolution, this we have
already made clear. To let it happen by itself in its due course is also
impossible, as mankind will not live that long. It will last ages until
social sciences will catch up with the new image of the world already
accepted by natural sciences. This is not intellectual impotence, it is
a paradoxical vicious circle: modern science cannot develop without
technological support and technology helping the development of
science can be only produced by a society whose values at the same
time restrain the development of science. So it is again the role of
small groups or individuals to reach some kind of compromise.
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Separate physical coordinates cannot adequately describe the
reality we start to unveil. What applies to the middle size, which is
the natural frame of our survival, is not valid in the micro‐ and
macrocosm. Time and Space have to be unified in relativistic
physics, Void and Matter in quantum physics. In such a four
dimensional world we cannot be passive outsiders, from omnipotent
observers we suddenly become mere parts of the whole. After
10,000 years of history and of lordship over the world, this is a hard
pill to swallow.
Our well‐defined, historically cultivated ego becomes only a part of
the observed reality, intuitive insight becomes more meaningful
than rational thought and theories describe reality more accurately
than equations. New disciplines appear, based on this theoretic
approach: relativistic and quantum physics, curved geometry and
geodesy, studying not the immediate, sensed reality, but the abstract
one, with the help of instruments, not impossible, direct
observation. Rationalism led to the discovery of a non‐rational
world and we must to re‐invent myth to explain it. Instruments will
have to explain reality because the use of the third eye is forgotten.
We have to prove with measurements and to explain with
mathematical language that reality is only appearance, that stability
is change, that what we can grasp is only energy, that past is only a
function of the speed of light, the latter being at the same time wave,
particles and field, depending on our velocity… And above all, we
have to explain that rationalism is out of fashion. Indian philosophy
never made the radical, rationalist break with myth, thus it has less
difficulties in explaining all these.
Matter and energy become one, time cannot be separated from the
space it creates. What seems moving at almost the speed of light at
the atomic level becomes stabilized and apparently permanent
when the observer moves at the same velocity, physical coordinates
like time and space gaining again relative autonomy. But for the
observer belonging to our velocity, matter and energy at the atomic
level cannot be separated, they both define reality, energy becomes
matter that is absorbed into the void. How can we explain this so it
becomes compatible with the deterministic prejudices so deeply
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engrained in mass‐psychology? The theories were shaped by
observing the microcosm are projected on the macrocosm and we
get an intuitive idea that for an observer at a level where the light
perceived as waves by us is seen as a field and our stabile
surroundings become very much like the chaotic subatomic world.
We could not possibly survive in an environment perceived like that.
Our biological apparatus is built for stability. We function at our best
in the world of the middle sizes, where our senses perceive separate
aspects of reality. Our brains based on the information provided by
the senses, compares the data and determines the behaviour that
serves the best survival. With the development of the left
hemisphere, the comparing capacities are improved and behaviour
can be figured out. This is almost like the functioning of a machine.
Evolution did not waste billions of years to produce a machine, there
is more to the brains than the left hemisphere. The kind of insight,
i.e. reflection of reality in the cognitive organ that Western man
starts to understand by using only the left hemisphere was already
available thousands of years ago, using the part of the brains meant
for that purpose, the pineal gland. Real consciousness is embedded
there. The process was not called science, the language was not
mathematical, but the result was the same.
Let us try a different approach, our goal is not to dismiss science
but to see it as something possessing evolutional value, trying to
realize the reflection of reality, this being apparently the goal of
evolution. Both myth and science, as described in Chapter 3., are
compensatory creations made with the help of the brain’s left‐
hemisphere3 – the mystery of the environment is explained using
symbol.
Terminology is symbolic. But re‐enacting myth is the function of
another part of the brain, the pineal gland. It is the only way to
insight ‐ rational approach does not go further than the style‐
prejudice horizon described in Chapter 11. We could assume, that
while primitive mind is only reflecting reality, science is making this
reflection rational, lending it a higher level of consciousness. That
science is the theory of myth. In this case, all the evils of rationalism
could be described as necessary side effects. Unfortunately, this is
not the case. Nothing can excuse the destruction that accompanied
the development of science. And the scientific insight, so much
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praised in these last paragraphs, was always practical, i.e. motivated
by the possibility of applying its results. Its biggest contribution so
far was the atomic bomb…
Besides, Indian philosophy has already fulfilled this function. It is
myth taken to history, the theory of myth. It is not only the reflection
of reality, but its most conscious reflection, achieved by avoiding
rational approaches. Those who aspired to gain the insight have
always started with getting rid of the limitations of the social‐
historical environment. Just like the Buddha.
In the following paragraphs, the Samkhya philosophy will be given
as the example, to illustrate the statements from above. Besides
being an atheistic philosophy, that means no divine purpose is part
of its doctrine, it is also considered the precursor of Buddhism and
the theoretical base of yoga. And it is also aware of all the concepts
that modern physics is tries to explain.
Like, collective consciousness ‐ the futility of perceiving ourselves
as individuals by creating private souls. Even science starts to
realize that the observer is part of the process observed. The
biological individual is the unity between body and soul, none of
these having the possibility to exist as separate entities. This duality,
on the other hand, gains a level of autonomy, to make its biological
functioning optimal. Senses report it to the static reality and define
it as relatively separate. When this condition is made absolute by
rationalism, it becomes an artificial over‐statement of autonomy, in
other words, a specialization to the fragmented reality, which is only
temporal appearance. Collective consciousness is parallel to space‐
time and quantum field, it is in it and not in private minds that
reality reflects itself.
As it was already hinted, evolution is probably the achievement of a
collective consciousness that can reflect reality at its level, above the
fragmentation perceived and determined by senses, necessary for
the functioning of the organism. The consciousness of the reflective
instrument is a quality projected on the entity reflected in it.
Dialectically seen:
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Fig. 8

Though a triangle was chosen for the graphics, to conform to Hegel,
a cyclic representation would be more realistic, especially that the
process repeats itself infinitely, leading to an ever‐ascending spiral.
If Hegel’s dialectics were translated to Samkhya terminology, the
Thesis would be “non‐manifested Nature”, the absolute unity of
time, space, void, matter and spirit. A dynamic unity of opposites.
The Antithesis is “manifested Nature”, the relative autonomy of the
categories mentioned above. A static separateness is necessary to
define the categories in their relationships to each other. The
Synthesis is a self‐contemplating unified reality, consciousness
making it qualitatively superior to the Thesis. The three aspects
exist simultaneously. Void is understood as the Hindu, Buddhist and
Taoist concepts of Brahman, Dharmakya or Tao, or the quantum
field of modern physics from which energy and matter are born and
into which they also dissolve, the potential that results in energy
concretions and is realized as matter.
In the Perfect State of the Samkhya philosophy the void exists as a
smooth field, without material concretions. But nothing can be
reported, there are no relationships, no attributes coming from
comparison. As a result, the balance is disrupted by the wish to
realize the potential, thus
‐ viscosity appears in the void, energy and matter are born
‐ the life‐span of matter introduces time
‐ the trajectory of matter introduces space
‐ the physical stage of evolution, a system of coordinates is set
‐ atoms to molecules and crystals, DNA, life
‐ vertical evolution, autonomy, consciousness
‐ dissolving of time, space and matter in the consciousness
‐ smoothing out the energy concretions, return to a conscious void
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Again, a linear description is used. But the process is cyclic,
happening in unison, infinite.
In spite of being the same, with the introduction of time and space,
“non‐manifested Nature” realizes itself, becoming its very opposite.
Energy becomes matter well defined in time and space, hence
describable. The observer, at the same speed of light as the
observed, describes the location, duration and development of the
latter. To give observation a conscious dimension, the observer has
to develop the faculty needed, by raising above the strict cause and
effect determinism of evolution, specialization being renounced, a
tendency to autonomy developed instead. The higher the level of
autonomy, the higher the possibility to become a participant, not
only a mere observer. Participation is the re‐enacting of creation, the
witnessing of the metamorphosis of the void to matter and opposite.
The Perfect State is reached again, but consciousness is added to it.
Potential and realization are perceived simultaneously. Samkhya
calls the process yoga. To the primitive mind it was known as trance.
It is the re‐enacting of Dreamtime, by consciously reflecting the
physical stages of the process, using the capacities of the pineal
gland, which reached its ability to balance the functions of the
brain’s hemispheres, in millions of years of evolution. Western
science is only reconstructing the process, using symbolic thought
made possible by the left‐hemisphere of the brain. It is putting the
parts of the machine together. Left hemisphere capacities were
initially developed (later, in historical times even over‐developed)
not for reflective, but for survival needs on the vertical axis of
evolution. Dreamtime has to be re‐enacted, not reconstructed‐ this is
the big shortcoming of (meta)physics, when compared to primitive
myth and the old Indian theory of the myth. Rationalism is very
useful when it comes to inventing machines and describing the
middle size in which the machines function; when it aspires higher,
the results are destructive. Reality is transformed into a machine,
with mankind at its levers.
But let us not finish this book with the impression that all the
disasters that mankind brought upon himself and his environment
were in vain. In this Appendix we have tried to praise the
accomplishments of modern physics, in spite of the side effects.
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Breakthroughs incompatible with rational thinking were already
made, there is flirting with Oriental and mythical thought, at some
time in the future the basic approach, responsible for the problems
we are facing, will also be questioned. And corrected. Social and
economical changes will have to follow. If we live so long to see this
happen, all that there is left to do is open the third eye.
Notes
_______________
1

Hallucinogens are used in almost every culture, mostly by gifted people
(described as the “psychotic stage” in Chapter 11.), like shamans and witch
doctors. Dagga by Bushmen, Syrian rue by the Bedouin, peyote by the Indians of
the American Southwest and Mexico and various mushrooms by other people.
Cannabis, even in small dosage, offers a sudden, reflective understanding of
mysteries and a perceivable dilatation of time – this when the pineal gland is only
stirred, excited. Expanding time demolishes to an extent the fragmentation of
reality, thus insight and visions occur. With proper knowledge of dosage,
shamans are able not only to excite, but also to awaken the potentials of the
pineal gland.
2

The pineal gland starts developing on the 49th day after conception.
Interestingly, Australian Aborigines believe that the spirit of the individual is
born on this day – wherever the mother‐to‐be is in the 49th day of pregnancy, the
totem of that territory becomes the child’s too, together with a verse of the song
of the territory, which is his inheritance. This verse is a fragment of a Songline,
that is territory sung to life on the path of the Dreamtime story of the respective
totem. In Tibetan belief, 49 days are necessary for the soul, to reincarnate in a
new body. In ancient Egypt, two coiled, upright snakes, representing left (solar)
and right (lunar) hemisphere characteristics are supporting the third eye, which
when activated, leads to a balance between the functions of the two hemispheres.
3

One of the best examples to show the relationship between the so‐called
“primitive” and “rational” minds is pharmacology, undoubtedly an important
branch of both “science” and “superstition”. The example can also be brought up
to illustrate what we mean by over‐specialization. In the last century,
pharmacology made very important discoveries, achieved mostly by applying the
rationalist approach – the progress was made possible by chemistry, another
branch of science. But lately there is an ever‐increasing interest in the
pharmaceutical properties of plants, used for millennia by natural people. The
descriptive approach and its results (achieved by observing, isolating, defining,
testing and applying of chemicals, whose properties are intimately known, after
centuries of rationalist dissection) are at a loss when compared to the deep
understanding of the properties of various plants, used in natural medicine. The
healers do not know anything about chemistry, but possess unparalleled
knowledge about seasons, habitats and other natural signs, helpful in finding a
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specific plant, needed to cure a specific malady. Their understanding does not
come from the dissecting abilities of the brain’s left hemisphere. Curiously, the
medicine men are shamans, too – it seems we are dealing again with a reflective
knowledge, gained by trance. Pharmacology relies exclusively on another science,
namely chemistry. Even when trying to know more about traditional medicine,
the approach is rationalist: medicine men are interviewed, plants with medicinal
properties isolated, their chemical composition analysed and artificially
reproduced in state‐of‐the‐art laboratories.
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Endnote
______________________________________________________________
The last statement of Chapter 14. may also serve as a guideline for
the reader who considers our solutions too individualistic. This is
how it may function: Engagement, i.e. conforming to the values
approved by the “I” is very comfortable for the society but degrades
the individual. People live in bands, lions in prides, cows in herds.
We do not need cowboys to tell us what to do. Conforming to the
commonly created ethics of a small group leaves you human – they
are not imposed by law, your and your kin’s survival depend on it. A
small group is always adopting an active, creative response to the
challenges facing it, not a passive, engaging submission. A herd
conforms to the common wisdom, the politically motivated
fabrication of a cowboy.
The opposite of wild is not civilized, but domesticated. The farmer
becomes like the crop and loses his humanity in the process. He
becomes dependant on fertility and rains, just like the plants he is
cultivating. He is also losing his mobility and becomes tied to a place,
like a vegetable. The shepherd, who is known for his clannishness is
living in a herd, like his animals do. He is following the migration
patterns of ungulates and like his goats or cattle he cannot live
outside a herd. He submits fatalistically to the whims of a “Divine
Shepherd”. Because grain surplus and large herds mean wealth and
prestige, soil depletion and overgrazing are the immediate
consequences of agriculture and pastoralism.
With technological power, “overgrazing” takes catastrophic
proportions. Industrial civilization adopted the pastoralist values
not only in its approach to the environment, but also to the
governing of mass‐society. Any tendency to autonomy is repressed
by law and people are forced to be utterly dependent on the market,
which provides even such basic necessities like food and shelter.
The shepherd‐god becomes the cowboy‐politician.
If you are living in a herd because you were born in it, try to
subvert from within: create objects of engagement, which will lead
to the fortification of the collective “Self”. There is no such category
defined so far, but it can be created, as the alternative to the “I‐
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Ideal”, which is the collective “I”. Let the latter be challenged and
recognized for what it is. There is no need for Revolution ‐ nothing
can be as powerful as the unchained human consciousness. To avoid
open hostilities, the Establishment, which is the guardian of the “I‐
Ideal”, will have to make concessions. Not radical ones, but enough
to officially restore some of the human dignity it has stolen from us
through the ages. That is the granting of a certain degree of
autonomy in decision making, to replace the now practiced
centralized methods of running mass‐society. Values sanctifying
conformism and ethics, which demand of us virtues more fitting to
machines than people would become more flexible. Awareness of
our suppressed humanity may become addictive and to regain more
and more of it would inevitably lead to a chain reaction and the
accepted style‐prejudice factor determining engagement would ask
for the replacement of the herd mentality, the abolition of
domestication. A tendency towards small group organization will
follow, as the natural outcome and the only possible option to
realize these tendencies. Of course, there is the demographical
problem ‐ there is not enough physical space in which concentrated
herds can be spread out, to form small autonomous bands. Then
again, this is only a theory based on the observation of the present.
It is the future we are talking about – if the collective “Self” will be
strong enough (as it will have to be, in order to successfully subvert
the values of the “I‐Ideal”), then the realities of the future will ask for
solutions different from what we can offer at the moment. If we do
not live that long, the fruits of our subversion will be very much
appreciated, the day after the Megamachine dies.
Abbey said that “there has to be a God; the world could not have
become so fucked up by chance alone”. If this is the God we have
mentioned at the end of Chapter 5., if it is that principle of
qualitative enhancement behind a dialectical process, than this
statement could make a lot of sense and even offer some hope.
According to Fromm, “at a certain evolutional stage, the instinctive
reached a minimum and the cognitive a maximum – life was for the
first time aware of itself, hence the human condition.” We agree
wholeheartedly, this statement voices exactly what we have tried to
say in this book. Fromm goes on with the analysis of human
aggressiveness and after a discourse recalling Sahlins, reaches the
conclusion that aggressiveness is a developed trait, a collective
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pathology, not an inherent part of human nature. People living in
Sahlin’s “original affluent society” as we have already mentioned,
are not aware of it, only experiencing the horrors of the industrial
society makes us “homesick for the Pleistocene”, as Shepard would
have said. Thus, by comparison, which gives the only possible
justification to historical evolution by making it the opposite of the
“original affluent society”, hence defining the latter as what it is not
and making it a conscious choice, as opposed to the madness of the
present, which becomes a necessary dialectical stage only to make
us aware of the normal human condition. Is this what Abbey tried to
say?
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